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THE FIRST TENET OF THE WIND: Do not get caught.Sister Sable has lived by the first tenet for
seven years, but when an unexpected accident reveals the runaway nun to the clergy, she is
forced to embrace the remaining four.THE SECOND TENET OF THE WIND: Win by any
means.With the King’s spymaster committed to killing her, and his general regretting he didn’t,
Sable enters a deadly game.THE THIRD TENET OF THE WIND: The purpose of picking up a
blade is to cut the enemy.Scaring them is discretionary.THE FOURTH TENET OF THE WIND:
Have no preferred weapon.Even so, she likes the axe.THE FIFTH TENET OF THE WIND: Know
the way of all professions.Prophet, pilot, assassin, spy, Sable will need to call upon all she has
learned to protect the King’s future from the past.

¿Qu é cont i ene ?Partes I y IIDios, los universos habitados, la vida después de la muerte, los
ángeles y otros seres, la guerra en el cielo.Parte IIILa historia del mundo, la ciencia y la
evolución, Adán y Eva, el desarrollo de la civilización, el matrimonio y la familia, el crecimiento
espiritual personal.Parte IVLa vida y las enseñanzas de Jesús incluyendo sus años ocultos. Y
mucho más…PasajesDios , …Dios es el origen y el destino de todo lo que es bueno y bello y
verdadero. (p. 1431) «Si realmente quieres encontrar a Dios, ese deseo es en sí prueba de que
ya lo has encontrado.» (p. 1440) Cuando el hombre se asocia con Dios, pueden ocurrir, y
ocurren, realmente cosas grandiosas. (p. 1467)El Origen de la Hum anid ad , El universo no es
un accidente. … (p. 52) El universo de universos es la obra de Dios y la morada de sus diversas
criaturas. (p. 21) Los planetas evolucionarios son las esferas del origen humano…Urantia
[Tierra] es tu punto de partida. (p. 1225) En Dios, el hombre vive, se mueve, y tiene su ser. (p.
22)El Propósito de la Vid a , Hay en la mente de Dios un plan que involucra a cada criatura de
todos sus vastos dominios, y este plan consiste en un propósito eterno de oportunidades
ilimitadas, progreso sin límites, y una vida sin fin. (p. 365) Este nuevo evangelio del reino rinde
un gran servicio al arte de vivir en cuanto provee un incentivo nuevo y más rico para un vivir más
elevado. (p. 1778)Jesús , La religión de Jesús es la influencia más dinámica que haya activado
jamás a la raza humana. (p. 1091) ¡Qué despertar experimentaría el mundo si tan sólo pudiera
ver a Jesús así como él realmente vivió en la tierra, y conocer, de primera mano, sus
enseñanzas dadoras de vida! (p. 2083)Ci encia , La ciencia, guiada por la sabiduría, puede
tornarse el gran liberador social del hombre. (p. 909) El hombre mortal no es un accidente
evolucionario. Existe un sistema preciso, una ley universal, que determina el desarrollo del plan
de vida planetario en las esferas del espacio. (p. 560)La Vid a Después de la Muerte , El amor
de Dios es universal…«No desea que ninguno perezca.» (p. 39) Tu corta estadía en Urantia
[Tierra]…es tan sóloun eslabón, el primero en la larga cadena que ha de extenderse a través de
los universos y a través de las edades eternas. (p. 435) …La muerte es tan sólo el comienzo de



una interminable carrera de aventura, una vida sempiterna de anticipación, un viaje eterno de
descubrimiento. (p. 159)From the Back Cover¿Qué contiene?Partes 1 y 2: Dios, los universos
habitados, la vida después de la muerte, los ángeles y otros seres, la guerra en el cielo.Parte 3:
La historia del mundo, la ciencia y la evolución, Adán y Eva, el desarrollo de la civilización, el
matrimonio y la familia, el crecimiento espiritual personal.Parte 4: La vida y las enseñanzas de
Jesús incluyendo sus años ocultos. Y mucho más…Pasajes:Dios ~ Dios es el origen y el
destino de todo lo que es bueno y bello y verdadero. [p1431] Si realmente quieres encontrar a
Dios, ese deseo es en sí prueba de que ya lo has encontrado. [p1440] Cuando el hombre se
asocia con Dios, pueden ocurrir, y ocurren, realmente cosas grandiosas. [p1467]El Origen de la
Humanidad ~ El universo no es un accidente… [p52] El universo de universos es la obra de
Dios y la morada de sus diversas criaturas. [p21] Los planetas evolucionarios son las esferas
del origen humano…Urantia [Tierra] es tu punto de partida. [p1225] En Dios, el hombre vive, se
mueve, y tiene su ser. [p22]El Propósito de la Vida ~ Hay en la mente de Dios un plan que
involucra a cada criatura de todos sus vastos dominios, y este plan consiste en un propósito
eterno de oportunidades ilimitadas, progreso sin límites, y una vida sin fin. [p365] Este nuevo
evangelio del reino rinde un gran servicio al arte de vivir en cuanto provee un incentivo nuevo y
más rico para un vivir más elevado. [p1778]Jesús ~ La religión de Jesús es la influencia más
dinámica que haya activado jamás a la raza humana. [p1091] ¡Qué despertar experimentaría el
mundo si tan sólo pudiera ver a Jesús así como él realmente vivió en la tierra, y conocer, de
primera mano, sus enseñanzas dadoras de vida! [p2083]Ciencia ~ La ciencia, guiada por la
sabiduría, puede tornarse el gran liberador social del hombre. [p909] El hombre mortal no es un
accidente evolucionario. Existe un sistema preciso, una ley universal, que determina el
desarrollo del plan de vida planetario en las esferas del espacio. [p560]La Vida Después de la
Muerte ~ El amor de Dios es universal… “No desea que ninguno perezca.” [p39] Tu corta
estadía en Urantia [Tierra]…es tan sólo un eslabón, el primero en la larga cadena que ha de
extenderse a través de los universos y a través de las edades eternas. [p435] …[L]a muerte es
tan sólo el comienzo de una interminable carrera de aventura, una vida sempiterna de
anticipación, un viaje eterno de descubrimiento. [p159]Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.El Padre Universal1:0.1 (21.1) EL Padre Universal es el Dios de toda la
creación, la Primera Fuente y Centro de todas las cosas y todos los seres. Pensad primero en
Dios como creador, luego, como controlador, y finalmente, como sustentador infinito. La verdad
sobre el Padre Universal había comenzado a alborear sobre la humanidad cuando el profeta
dijo: «Tú solo eres Dios; no hay nadie sino tú. Tú hiciste el cielo y el cielo de los cielos, con todo
su ejército; tú los preservas y los controlas. Por los Hijos de Dios fueron hechos los universos. El
Creador se cubre de luz como de vestidura y extiende los cielos como una cortina». Sólo el
concepto del Padre Universal ―un solo Dios en lugar de muchos dioses― permitió al hombre
mortal comprender al Padre como creador divino y controlador infinito.1:0.2 (21.2) Las miríadas
de sistemas planetarios se formaron para que finalmente las habitaran muchos tipos diferentes
de criaturas inteligentes, seres que pudieran conocer a Dios, recibir el afecto divino, y amarle a



su vez. El universo de universos es la obra de Dios y la morada de sus diversas criaturas. «Dios
creó los cielos y formó la tierra; estableció el universo y no creó este mundo en vano; para que
fuera habitado lo creó».1:0.3 (21.3) Todos los mundos esclarecidos reconocen y adoran al
Padre Universal, el hacedor eterno y sustentador infinito de toda la creación. Las criaturas
volitivas de universo tras universo han emprendido el largo, muy largo, viaje al Paraíso, que es el
desafío fascinador de la aventura eterna de llegar a Dios el Padre. La meta trascendente de los
hijos del tiempo es encontrar al Dios eterno, comprender la naturaleza divina, reconocer al
Padre Universal. Las criaturas que conocen a Dios tienen una sola ambición suprema, un solo
ardiente deseo, y ése es llegar ―como son en sus esferas― a ser semejantes a como es él en
su perfección paradisiaca de personalidad y en su esfera universal de supremacía recta. Del
Padre Universal que habita la eternidad ha emanado el mandato supremo: «Sed vosotros
perfectos, así como yo soy perfecto». En amor y misericordia, los mensajeros del Paraíso han
llevado esta exhortación divina a través de las edades y a través de los universos, aún hasta
llegar a las criaturas tan bajas de origen animal como lo son las razas humanas de Urantia.1:0.4
(22.1) Este magnífico mandato universal de esforzarse por alcanzar la perfección de la
divinidad es el deber principal, y debería ser la más alta ambición, de toda la creación de
criaturas forcejeantes del Dios de perfección. Esta posibilidad de alcanzar la perfección divina
es el destino final y certero de todo progreso espiritual eterno del hombre.1:0.5 (22.2) Los
mortales de Urantia dificilmente pueden esperar ser perfectos en el sentido infinito, pero es
enteramente posible para los seres humanos, que comienzan como lo hacen en este planeta,
alcanzar la meta excelsa y divina que el Dios infinito ha puesto para el hombre mortal; y cuando
alcancen este destino estarán, en todo lo que corresponde a la autorrealización y alcance de la
mente, tan pletóricos en su esfera de perfección divina como Dios mismo lo está en su esfera
de infinidad y eternidad. Puede que tal perfección no sea universal en el sentido material, ni
ilimitada en comprensión intelectual, ni final en experiencia espiritual, pero es final y completa
en todos los aspectos finitos de divinidad de voluntad, perfección de motivación de
personalidad, y conciencia de Dios.1:0.6 (22.3) Éste es el verdadero significado de ese
mandato divino: «Sed perfectos, así como yo soy perfecto», que insta constantemente al
hombre mortal hacia adelante y le atrae hacia adentro en esa larga y fascinadora lucha por
alcanzar niveles cada vez más elevados de valores espirituales y auténticos significados de
universo. Esta sublime búsqueda del Dios de los universos es la aventura suprema de los
habitantes de todos los mundos del tiempo y el espacio.1. El Nombre del Padre1:1.1 (22.4) A
través de los universos, de todos los nombres por los que se conoce a Dios el Padre, los que se
encuentran más frecuentemente son los que le designan como la Primera Fuente y Centro
Universal. El Primer Padre se conoce por varios nombres en diferentes universos y en diferentes
sectores del mismo universo. Los nombres que la criatura asigna al Creador dependen en gran
medida del concepto que tiene la criatura acerca del Creador. La Primera Fuente y Centro
Universal no se ha revelado nunca por su nombre, sólo por su naturaleza. Si creemos que
somos los hijos de este Creador, sólo es natural que lleguemos a llamarle Padre. Pero éste es



un nombre de nuestra propia elección, y parte del reconocimiento de nuestra relación personal
con la Primera Fuente y Centro.1:1.2 (22.5) El Padre Universal nunca impone ninguna forma de
reconocimiento arbitrario, de adoración formal, ni de servicio servil a las criaturas volitivas
inteligentes de los universos. Los habitantes evolucionarios de los mundos del tiempo y el
espacio deben por sí mismos ―en su corazón― reconocerle, amarle, y voluntariamente
adorarle. El Creador rehusa ejercer coerción o imponer la sumisión al libre albedrío espiritual de
sus criaturas materiales. La afectuosa dedicación de la voluntad humana a hacer la voluntad del
Padre es el regalo más selecto que el hombre puede hacer a Dios; en efecto, tal consagración
de la voluntad de la criatura constituye la única dádiva posible de verdadero valor que puede
hacer el hombre al Padre Paradisiaco. En Dios, el hombre vive, se mueve, y tiene su ser; no hay
nada que el hombre pueda dar a Dios excepto esta elección de atenerse a la voluntad del
Padre, y estas decisiones, efectuadas por las criaturas volitivas inteligentes de los universos,
constituyen la realidad de esa adoración auténtica que es tan satisfactoria para la naturaleza del
Padre Creador dominada por el amor.1:1.3 (22.6) Cuando hayáis obtenido verdaderamente
conciencia de Dios, luego de descubrir realmente al Creador majestuoso y cuando comencéis a
experimentar la comprensión de la presencia del controlador divino que en vosotros reside,
entonces, según vuestro esclarecimiento y de acuerdo con la manera y método mediante los
cuales revelan a Dios los Hijos divinos, encontraréis un nombre para el Padre Universal, que
expresará adecuadamente vuestro concepto de la Primera Fuente y Centro. Así pues, en
diferentes mundos y en varios universos, el Creador se reconoce por numerosos apelativos,
que en espíritu de relación significan todos lo mismo, pero, en palabras y símbolos, cada
nombre responde al grado, la profundidad, de su entronización en el corazón de sus criaturas
de determinado dominio.1:1.4 (23.1) Cerca del centro del universo de universos, el Padre
Universal suele conocerse por nombres que pueden considerarse representativos de la Primera
Fuente. Más allá en los universos del espacio, los términos empleados para designar al Padre
Universal significan más frecuentemente el Centro Universal. Aún más allá en la creación
estelar, como en el mundo sede central de vuestro universo local, se le conoce como la Primera
Fuente Creadora y el Centro Divino. En una constelación cercana, Dios se denomina el Padre
de los Universos. En otro, el Sustentador Infinito, y hacia el este, el Controlador Divino. Él
también ha sido designado como el Padre de las Luces, el Don de Vida, y el Único
Todopotente.1:1.5 (23.2) En aquellos mundos en los que ha vivido una vida de otorgamiento un
Hijo Paradisiaco, a Dios generalmente se le conoce por algún nombre indicativo de relación
personal, afecto tierno, y devoción paterna. En la sede central de vuestra constelación se
refieren a Dios como el Padre Universal y en diferentes planetas de vuestro sistema local de
mundos habitados, es conocido alternativamente como el Padre de Padres, el Padre
Paradisiaco, el Padre de Havona, y el Padre Espíritu. Los que conocen a Dios a través de las
revelaciones de los otorgamientos de los Hijos Paradisiacos, ceden con el tiempo a la atracción
sentimental de la relación conmovedora de la asociación de Creador―criatura, y se refieren a
Dios como «nuestro Padre».1:1.6 (23.3) En un planeta de criaturas con sexo, en un mundo en



el cual los impulsos de la emoción paternal son intrínsecos en el corazón de sus seres
inteligentes, el término Padre se vuelve un nombre muy expresivo y apropiado para el Dios
eterno. Él es mejor conocido, más universalmente reconocido, en vuestro planeta, Urantia, por
el nombre de Dios. El nombre que se le dé es de poca importancia; lo significativo es que
debéis conocerle y aspirar a ser semejante a él. Vuestros profetas de antaño le llamaron con
verdad «el Dios sempiterno» y se refirieron a él como el que «mora en la eternidad».Read more
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Sister SableThe Mad QueenBook 1by T. MountebankTranslated by Dökk Og Stormasamt
BókmenntirEnglish version edited by Chrissy Wolfe, EFC Services, LLC~~~~~~copyright
©2015 T. MountebankKindle editionThis book is available in print at Ebook Library.comTo
contact the author please email mountebank@null.netContentsSister Sable11:00 a.m.1 hour
earlier10:15 a.m.10:20 a.m.10:30 a.m.10:35 a.m.11 a.m.11:10 a.m.11:30 a.m.1 hour
earlier11:30 a.m.18 years earlier12:30 p.m.12:30 p.m.1:30 p.m.2 p.m.3 p.m.4 p.m.4:10 p.m.4:15
p.m.4:20 p.m.4:30 p.m.4:40 p.m.4:50 p.m.4:55 p.m.AfterPoliticsBusinessReprisalsMaxSalt
MountainRecoveryAcceptanceDouble DoorsThe Ties That BindSalt MountainQueen
MotherWinterRebellionfive hours earlierThe Guard DogOrson FeridonCorroborationThe
CountThe PalaceMawan11:00 a.m.General Berringer remembers the night he could have ended
it. He remembers the way thunder shook the planks in the floor of his office and how wind had
been passing shrill through a break in the lead panes of a window. He remembers his attention
had been drawn away from his desk to the darkened night in anticipation of the next lightning
strike.The rain had not yet arrived, just the bluster and threats, and while the glass was still
mirror sharp, he had studied himself, wondering how the troubles would define him. He would
not have the wrinkles made from smiles his father had formed. He did not teach with laughter. He
had been a colonel that night, as lean and muscled as he was now, but the difficulties had been
with them for over a decade and his face had begun to show the strain.He remembers he had
been trying to imitate his father’s amusement when the sky finally split. Lightning had jumped the
clouds, and in that moment, all his concerns were obliterated with the sharp illumination of a
figure crouched low and hiding in the palace gardens four floors below.The Colonel had moved
quickly to grab a rifle with night vision while killing the lights. Weapon strapped over his shoulder,
he braced a hand against the frame of the window and quietly pulled it open. With the fluid ease
of familiarity, he flipped the rifle to cradle in his arm, against his cheek, and then, eye to the sight,
he searched for the prowler again in the green tinted night.Years later, he could still not account
for why he had remained silent, alerting no one when he found the person again by the wall, a
solid silhouette against an eerie stone barrier. Instead, he watched the figure crouch once more
and he waited until the sweeping survey of the eastern rooms brought their search to his
window. He remembers the shock, a punch to his heart, as the distance closed and their eyes
found him in the dark, looking straight through his scope to return his gaze.He remembers the
anxious pause that held them both motionless until the strange interloper stood, stretching out
their arms and lifting their head to give definition to their shape. The mass of fabric caught in the
storm, blowing wide, until he imagined he could hear the cloth snapping in the wind. The black
robe and headdress revealed the night stalker to be a nun, but her strange actions were
unknown to him; they defied the fearless, arrogant dignity of the Cloitare, so the Colonel could
not bring himself to lower his gun. Tense, perplexing moments passed before the storm sent
another bolt of white light, and in that moment, the figure pulled back the headdress that had



blown across her face. He remembers the dread of recognition. He feels again the mental slump.
He can see as clearly as if she were before him now how she appeared bold with defiance
before falling back into shadow. The Bound Bride, he cursed the words. How she had come to
be alone in the gardens, he could not imagine; her purpose for being there, he well understood.
But he questioned the wisdom of allowing her to escape. She was barely fifteen. That very night
she had shown them she had absolutely no experience of the world outside the convent, could
not even use a phone that had been handed to her. He doubted she had the skills to find a meal,
much less disappear. Here he had an opportunity, and uppermost in his mind was the excited
idea: One shot fired at an intruder and it will all be over tonight. The King would be free, the
obligation to the clergy dead. Yet still he held his hand and did not fire until finally she was forced
to bring her face out of obscurity. She offered him an impatient expression, a fearless challenge,
prompting him to either shoot or withdraw.He remembers the night. He remembers he had not
lowered his sights, but he had made a gesture, a barely perceptible nod, and then he had
watched as she ran away. Now, more than seven years later, she had been found, and the
General regrets the night.1 hour earlierShe was pushing into the distance, mind free of body,
feeling the ether for anything wrong, for any ripple of peril or the warning that would send her into
flight. All was as it had been for years, the greatest threat nearby, but still many hours and
obstacles away. Master Aidan, master and mentor to the Bound Bride, was pushing himself into
the distance, searching for her, but she was just out of reach.She dropped back into the present,
the here and now of the moment. The young man beside her rubbed his coat sleeve against the
misted window of the train, looking not upon the fields being plowed under for winter, but beyond
them to the old pine forest. He would make fast money clearing the trees for new fields.She
knew she made him nervous. She knew his boastings about being a crew leader were
fabricated. She wanted to tell him he was too clean and new to carry the lie. She wanted to lift up
her boot and show him the scuff marks, the mud, the stains, and the tar. The cuffs of her coat
were darkened and thin. Her red hair, braided thin and piled on her head, was held with chipped
enamel sticks. Her jeans were streaked at the thighs where she had wiped her hands, stained
with oil and dirt. All this and she was considered well removed from the real grime of hard labor
in these lands.This, she wanted to say, is how you should appear when you have been away
from the motherland long enough to brag, but by then you won’t care.For the moment though, he
did care, and she made him nervous. He continued to run a whetstone over the sharpened edge
of a new hatchet while he told her about topping trees, and she gazed ahead at the man who
feigned sleep, as though the train had rocked him into oblivion, but she knew he was hiding lest
he be drawn into conversation. They were all about the same young age, but the fake dreamer
was marked as a true Alenan by his uniform. Conscripted at eighteen, he had nearly served his
four year obligation. In the seat beside him, he had put his bag and old army-issued rifle,
ensuring at least one less passenger that might annoy him.Two hours of travel and he thought it
might have been preferable to be merely annoyed. He wished he had sat somewhere else. She
made him nervous as well. It was in part her faraway stare, but worse was when she returned



and her attention laid on him piercingly direct. Even with his eyes closed, he felt the difference.
Her hard scrutiny was off him when he peeked to see her looking down the carriage aisle, pale
eyes unfocused but searching, appearing slightly dazed, and then she was back.Only he heard
her swear: “Oh, hell no.”The years of separation were over in an instant. The distance between
her and the threat that sought her disappeared when the third carriage snapped the rail and the
fourth derailed then started to roll. The carriage behind drove into the wreckage. The force tipped
the next three cars over and piled them together while momentum dragged another five off the
tracks.10:15 a.m.Master Aidan was always pushing into the distance, always waiting for the drop
in concentration, the break in silence that revealed her. In the beginning, he had let her slip
forward and bolt ahead. He had known from the start she would run away and he would let her
because the act would define her. The rebellion was the very thing that would allow her to do
what she must.But then, in that first year, with her sagging into despair and he just behind, just
out of sight, thinking he would end the drama within days, she flashed with insight she should
not have remembered and was gone. He moved his mind through the distance but did not see
her. He pushed himself further and further into the place she had been but found only lingering
images and vibrations of thought. He did not fret at first; she would stumble and he would grab
her. He would take possession of her with such strength she would be rooted to the spot, and
then he would hold her until he arrived. But that was nearly seven years ago. And now from the
silence, he heard sounds, such terrible sounds, and he was filled with dread.10:20 a.m.Major
Dominic was accustomed to feeling unsettled. He had been charged with overseeing the travel
needs of this group of Cloitare for nearly three years, the longest any of the King’s men had held
the position. And less than a year was the longest any of the men under him had managed to
endure. There was no friendship, no camaraderie, and scant laughter to be forged on Mission
Retrieve. Dominic found it a struggle to maintain the mental comfort he was not even aware he
possessed before this assignment.The Cloitare were oppressive enough in the stone halls of the
palace, but here in this mobile unit without the massive double doors to retire behind, it felt as
though they occupied every space. He felt constantly watched and exposed, as though the nuns
were in his head, judging his intellect. Everything, from a casual idea at dawn to his secret
desires at night, embarrassed him for over a year. He’d become exhausted with the exertion of
watching and guarding his thoughts, changing them, silencing them; but then, sometime in the
second year, the exercise became routine, his mind was orderly and quiet, and the mission less
exacting.The Cloitare even seemed to view him with less disdain, though this didn’t make them
any more approachable. Of the six, there was only one Major Dominic could bear to speak with.
He was the sole man among the clergy of women, and he was a giant, looking more like one of
the dark foreign invaders from five centuries ago than anyone seen in Erria today. For so many
reasons, Master Aidan was both the most and the least disturbing of the Cloitare. With barely a
glance, he could swap your pounding heart into your constricted throat, but he was so
preoccupied with his own mind, he seldom acknowledged the existence of the soldiers, and to
Dominic he simply gave orders of where to take them next.The other five, maybe because they



were all nuns, the Cloitare Stare was dramatically worse, especially the ones with light-colored
eyes—it was all you saw. Their pupils just didn’t seem to exist.He’d been told they were always
looking inward, barely breathing, with heart rates so slow they’d be cool to the touch, but who
would dare confirm it? As it was, he could scarcely dash in and out of eye contact with them
before those steady, direct, cold-as-hell expressions dropped his attention to his feet.Presently,
Dominic was well beyond unsettled. He did not want to be backing across the tarmac where they
had most recently set up. He wanted to stand his ground and take an order, but something had
changed. The Cloitare were out of their tents and descending on him with an intensity that
terrified him. Staggering behind was Master Aidan, one hand to his head and bent at the waist
like an aneurysm had just ripped apart his brain, demanding in staccato, “Pilots. Pilots. Medics.
At once. Go,” waving indiscriminately at both the helicopters and planes.Dominic felt their
singular attention like a threat. Something primal in his gut sent a siren to his head that told him
to flee. It warned him he was prey. He retreated. One step back and then another, he was gaining
speed to turn and run, but then, unexpectedly, he backed into a truck and came to a stop.The
Cloitare stopped when they had him within arm’s reach and then parted to allow Aidan to
continue his disjointed commands: “Pilots. Medics. Go.”But Dominic was not reacting. He could
not look away, could not find his shoes, the ground, his radio, or divert his attention to any of the
objects that let him avoid the Cloitare, that let him give orders and organize his men and mission;
instead, he was round-eyed with fear, struck stupid, and near to gun-pulling hysterics by this
unnatural attention locked solely on him.Aidan was silenced. His face shed the image of pain. It
became in a moment a placid refuge from where he said gently, “Dominic, look away.” And when
Dominic broke their gaze and rediscovered his shoes, Aidan continued, “Major, you are safe and
in control. You will ready everyone. We are going north.”10:30 a.m.At first, Aidan saw sparks.
They appeared like a welding arc but longer and stronger. He did not have to push into the
distance to find her; she had reached out to him in a moment of blind panic. He heard metal
screaming against metal.It was a sound that could not be mistaken with anything except
disaster, and Aidan found her in the middle of it. Like he knew he would when given another
chance, he grabbed hold of her, and then, held in one place, he went to her. He saw just
seconds of it: the old pines out the window, the brown fields, the boy flying forward with a
hatchet, the hatchet ending his life. He felt the forward impact as she did. The pain. The
momentum that held her. The release and spin that dropped her back. And he was still with her
when she was no longer aware.Dominic had them in the air in less than ten minutes. The tents
and supplies were left standing. The old forests were in the north, running the uppermost
borders of Erentrude, Alena, and Sierra. They would fly toward the pines until they learned the
location of the rail crash.10:35 a.m.Lieutenant Fallon wished he were in the cargo plane. The
cargo plane was dark and smelled of grease, rubber, and electronics. It had a wall of ports and
docks for all his electronics, and a desk designed to hold them in place. But more than anything
else, it rarely carried the Cloitare who were staring a hole through his head.Before the jet was
even off the ground, he was thumbing the search into his phone: train crash wreck. He set the



results to show from the last half hour forward. With the jet angled steeply into the sky, he typed
out the same search on a tablet and tucked it beside him, and then did the same on the laptop
that was being pushed against his waist by the steep ascent. Under his right boot, he held down
another tablet with northern maps already loaded.Loud blips designed to be heard in the cargo
plane sounded in succession from each device.“OMG just in train wreck.”“FUCK TRAINS,” and
attached was a picture of a carriage strewn with overhead luggage.“Dude like our train must
have hit a cow.”“TRAAAIN CRAAASH!!!”The laptop automatically replied to each post the same
questions: Where are you? What train? What’s your location?“Was I just in a train
crash?”“Seriously hurt here.” The picture showed bone piercing the flesh of a man’s finger. “My
train crashed into a field.”“Train wrecked. Going to find body pics.”Lieutenant Fallon forgot about
the Cloitare. He was scrolling through the messages, hunting for the one among many that
would give pertinent information.The laptop bleeped out a returned message: Who the fuck is
this?And another answered: dude we in a field.Then finally from WickedPie: Eudokia. We need
help.Fallon called out to Major Dominic, “Eudokia.” He typed back: Tell me from what city the
train left and where it was going.WickedPie: Left Eudokia for Balina.Fallon: How long ago? Do
you know your current location?WickedPie: Two hours ago. Are you sending help? Who are you?
The lieutenant grabbed the tablet from under his foot and highlighted an area between Eudokia
and Balina, then passed it to the waiting major. “There. For now, go there.”11 a.m.Major Dominic
was speaking directly with General Berringer. “We’re eight hours from the location. I need
clearance to enter Alena’s airspace within three and then permission to land at Balina Airport or
Eudokia Field. The cargo plane is following, but it’s too slow to be of use, so we’ll need vehicles
on the ground when we arrive. We’ll keep up with where they’re taking survivors from here, but
you’re in a better position to get someone on the ground to find her.”“She was definitely on the
train? Hurt? But alive?”“Master Aidan says so.”“Ok, Major, we’re on it.” General Berringer felt
Dominic’s adrenaline fueled focus to capture and return the nun—it had been his task in Mission
Retrieve for three years after all—but Berringer was in no rush to assist.To the men in the
communication center awaiting orders, Berringer held up his phone and said, “I’ll keep the major
on this line. I’m going to find Laudin to get clearance.”Berringer walked with speed and purpose
out of the room, but once in the hall, he slowed to give himself time to think. The political
secretary, Laudin, he could reach by phone, but the person he really needed to see was two
floors below on the second level of the palace. Only the intelligence chief had the network or
nerve to end his mistake of seven years ago.Berringer shook his head and cursed himself. He
had all but forgotten the girl. After a year, the constant fear she would be found had subsided,
then the years seemed to prove she was really gone. He had relaxed. His King would not be
forced to marry a nun. The obligation to the Cloitare would die and buried beside it would be the
insane fabricated Revelations of the Prophets. He found himself remembering the night he could
have ended it. He should have killed her. To have made certain, he should have killed her when
he had the chance. He set his jaw forward. It was too late for should-haves; he needed to make
certain she died now.11:10 a.m.The intelligence chief was signing papers. It was a monotonous



job others disliked but Catherine Girard quite enjoyed as it allowed her to think. And wait. She
was supposed to be having lunch with her deputy chief, but that was cancelled when the Guard
Dog made contact from Alena. He was in the neighboring country trailing an Erentrude scientist
that planned to pass off secret soil reports to his Alenan handler.Catherine was not so much
waiting to hear that the reports had been wiped from the scientist’s portable drive and replaced
with another version, as to read the Guard Dog’s confirmation that the traitor would not be
returning home to the motherland.It was the sort of task the Guard Dog excelled at. He was her
own special agent, one whose existence was known only to herself, the King, Berringer, and
Laudin.The soil report was done by the King of Erentrude’s own Ministry of Science and showed
Alena’s border contained several rare elements in rich deposits of monazite ore. Neither the King
nor Laudin wanted the Alenans to know the extent of the metals. Alena was torn between those
wanting to rejoin the mother country for its wealth and opportunities, and those who would toil
away their lives mired in all the misery poverty could serve merely to call themselves free.
Catherine hated them both. But, by the King’s will, the breakaway nation would be reunited with
its motherland, and that would be easier without the Alenans knowing the promise of wealth that
lay in their boundaries.The scientist was a defector from Erentrude’s Ministry of Science, but far
from an idealist, Catherine knew he was instead a disastrous combination of bored,
disenchanted, and broke.And the Guard Dog, she mused, was going to rip his throat
out.Catherine stopped signing papers and opened a document on the widescreen that
dominated her desk. She shouldn’t have kept the message, but she had, and she read it again:
One day, kitty, I am going to leave you on the floor calling my name. My real name.She had a
whole folder of them. He was the secret she carried. Opening another, she had just pulled the
band from her blond hair to let it settle over her shoulders when her secretary’s voice announced
an unexpected visitor. “General Berringer is here. Shall I show him in?”“Of course.”He had
closed the door himself before Catherine could exit the provocative folder.“The Cloitare have
found the Bound Bride. She’s in a train wreck in Alena, someplace called Eudokia. I’m told she is
presently alive but injured.”Catherine took the news with the delighted half smile of a proper
psychopath. “And I assume you have all your soldiers racing there with great haste?”“I have a jet
with eight soldiers and six Cloitare seeking clearance to enter Alena’s airspace and
land.”Catherine was correct in guessing the General hoped she knew a way to have this request
denied.“Alena?” Catherine nodded. “So, essentially a gesture of courtesy. I assume you have
already cleared this with their military and merely require Laudin to call for official
handshakes?”Berringer’s focus left Catherine’s blue eyes to stray across the carved desk, over
the glass doors of the bookcase behind her, and then up to the gold molding near the decorative
plastered ceiling. It was a hell of a lot different to his office. “I thought perhaps I would get your
advice first.”The smile on Catherine’s face widened.Berringer pointed to the coffee service on
the low table in the sitting space before Catherine’s desk. “May I?”Gesturing with an open hand,
she exuded glee, “Please.” The likes of Berringer did not come to Catherine for advice—the King
did, Laudin did, but staunch self-reliant generals did not. This unusual request had her keenly



interested. Catherine had so many questions, but to ask would imply direction, such as Does the
King know? Catherine suspected he did not.The General couldn’t sit. Delicate cup in hand, he
stood between the chairs. “This northern territory she’s in is quite poor but being developed. It
has a larger influx of people than work, which would leave most willing to do anything for money.
A very threatening place it would be,” Berringer declared.Catherine smiled and inclined her head
with agreement.“If everything goes smoothly, it will be at least eight hours before my team gets
the Cloitare on the ground.” Before drinking, he looked over the rim of the cup at the King’s
intelligence chief. “That’s a lot of time for something to go wrong.”“Wrong?” Catherine’s
amusement had settled across her face to a manageable level. “You are expecting trouble of
some particular description?”Berringer found no enjoyment in the exchange. His words were
measured and careful. “It’s a dangerous place. Some of the most unfortunate have been killed
for less than food. I thought with your people, as they are,” he could barely endure her people,
“you might have someone on the ground that could find her. To ensure security, as it
were.”Catherine sat forward and ceased to smile. “Yes.” Then pulling back, she was more
circumspect. “Perhaps. I will see what precautions I can arrange before your soldiers
arrive.”11:30 a.m.Catherine pulled her multi-SIM phone into her lap and looked for contact from
the Guard Dog. He was silent. Their communication was secured by an encryption program they
alone shared, but even so, Catherine felt at extreme risk. She paused with a sense of trepidation
before typing: Contact me immediately with news of your success. I need you next at the train
wreck in Eudokia. You will find an injured woman. Her picture is attached. There has never been
a greater threat. Do this and I promise you anything you can name. Even me, if you still desire.1
hour earlierThere were seven of them piled in the four-seat compartment. She had dropped with
the liar and the conscript across the aisle when the carriage tipped to its side. Near the bottom,
under baggage and debris, someone was wheezing, someone else was moaning. A broken arm
kinked across her chest, and across her waist, the soldier was struggling back to
consciousness.She lay in the heap aware but not moving. She silently acknowledged the threat
within her, Master Aidan, deepest respects, and then recognized the presence of the mothers
with a mental bow.As she had done nearly seven years before, she flashed brilliant obliterating
silence, a silence of the mind designed to sever the ties that bind.But one remained: Master
Aidan.In the silence that should have been void, she was held by one tether. Breath stilled, heart
slowed, in the skip between beats, she flashed annihilating silence once again.When she
returned, he remained.She snapped back to the here and now with anger, both annoyed to be
impaired and vexed to be found, but more than ever, she was intent on remaining free. Above
her, balancing his weight on the sides of two seats, the soldier met her eyes apologetically. She
followed his attention to her hip and the skinning knife buried in the flesh and bone.“Mine,” he
admitted.The half curl of her lips spoke forgiveness for the unintended. “Take it,” she said.“Maybe
—”“Take it,” she said with flat force.She had seen it repeatedly in the kinder more emotive people
of the world, when forced to confront something awful, they would go to a place that was hard
and remote, very near to the place that made them nervous of the Cloitare. The soldier was



steadfast resolved when he yanked out the blade, but then he broke. His hands shook as he
removed his shirt to press it to her hip.To console him, she said, “It didn’t hurt.”“You’re in shock.”
Then, from below, they heard another moan. “Hang on buddy,” the soldier encouraged.Thinking
she looked frail and delicate, he gently pulled her small body up to the side of the seats, but
beneath her heavy jacket, he felt dense muscles in his grip.Slumping in a tilt that threatened to
pitch her back into the pit, he stopped her fall and then laid her flat while she whispered, “I’ll just
take a moment here.”He reached into the hollow of the seats to haul the boy with the mortal
hatchet wound off the pile, then, tossing two duffel bags aside, he shifted the dead woman with
the broken arm.While he dug to the bottom, she took her phone from a pocket and sent a
message to the name tagged Enzo: I’m in the train wreck in Alena. Too hurt to help myself and
I’m in serious trouble. About to lose my freedom. Please come rescue my ass.Spinning weak
from the effort, she scrolled through her contacts hoping someone else capable was near, but
they were all farther than Enzo. She tried to concentrate on a plan of escape, but Master Aidan’s
steady presence unnerved her. He was calling to her, a soft thrum in her thoughts that held her
attention, frustrating every attempt to think clear. She needed to lose him and then put vast
space between her and Alena. She would go to Sierra, hide and recover with someone she
trusted, but as she focused her mind to act, there was an unexpected mental embrace, an
affectionate hug across the distance, and with it came the memory of Aidan’s protection.The
years on her own no longer felt free but like a long exhausting trial that seemed too grueling to
continue. Aidan was offering deep, placid comfort, showing her a place to sink with ease, to go
under into warmth. She was fighting not to yield to it, wanting to collapse with gratitude and rest
within the depths. His singular devotion pulled at her. She told herself, Just for a moment. Just to
remember what it was like to be held in safety. Slipping into careless security, she exhaled,
letting the breath tremble through her throat as an appreciative moan.A firm hand squeezed her
arm. “You with me?”Shock and alarm brought her back. Mad, stupid, ridiculous, she rebuked
herself. He was the Master of Travel and he was in her mind, influencing her will. She needed to
burn him off, to pull up such energy it would explode like a star. She could see the action she
wanted to take. She believed she could do it. But her body was slowing. Her arm was tired,
shaking to hold the phone; it had become incredibly heavy. She opened three new messages
thinking the fates that had always protected her would offer some last reprieve, but there was
nothing. Nothing she read gave her the slightest hope. All the while, Aidan was softly beckoning,
whispering Come, gently tugging with the promise of dark, serene quiet, something close to
sleep but deeper, someplace she remembered as home. She thought she would lay her mind
softly on the edge near him, but only for a moment, not long at all, just near enough to borrow his
strength while she considered what to do.Enzo replied: On my way. Are you Ok?But she did not
answer.11:30 a.m.No one dared speak to him. He sat perfectly motionless, eyes closed as if in
sleep, thin lines of time tracing out from the closed lids, age that had just begun to drag at his
cheeks. The black robes of the order laid across his shoulders, his lap, his legs, completely still
across his chest and abdomen, showing no sign that he lived. Master Aidan, Master and Mentor



to the Bound Bride, Queen Mother, Mother of All, known only to the Cloitare as Mawan,
Destroyer of Time.He had once himself possessed a string of magnificent titles, but that was all
long ago, and now he was merely master and mentor to something altogether more deviant,
willful, and destructive than he intended.He was forgotten but he was still the Creator, the
Architect, the One. He would bring his life’s work into line.When she surfaced, he was there, the
same unwavering authority she had once grabbed to keep from falling. He was the only Master
of the Mind the Cloitare knew, her mentor, the guide she had trusted to save her when the
darkness threatened to overwhelm, but she had been too long gone so that when he reached for
her, she recoiled. He gently called her back, pulling her into an embrace like when she was a
child. He felt her slacken and rest, then shock and mayhem, she fought to be released, but he
hushed her still again, and then again and again.And then he held her, remembering back to the
second beginning.He was the Master and Mentor, a specter who had materialized from the
Revelations of the Prophets, elaborately decorated parchments that were revered but it seemed
not strictly believed. Edited versions of the manuscript were common throughout the Errian
continent, found in the homes of the faithful and zealously pressed on the skeptical. Few, if any,
had not known to expect him.His arrival had been promised for four centuries, exalted as the
harbinger of providence, but standing in the palace outside the Cloitare’s double doors, he found
himself unwelcome by the nuns. They felt he was many centuries too early. They suspected he
was a fraud. But he had known how to open the doors, and once admitted into the convent, he
had proved himself with devastating effect. The Cloitare had fallen cowed—angry, resentful, and
suspicious as well—but eventually subservient to the destiny they preached.His recognition as
the awaited Master and Mentor was an exciting and glorious thing for the young of the Cloitare,
but he had upset the aspirations of the mothers. The most revered among them found
themselves subordinate to both the Mentor and the Mawan. It rankled, until they saw the
continent of Erria respond.The Master and Mentor went before the people and told them what
they wanted to hear. “My presence before you means the Mother of All is among you.”From the
balcony of the Cloitare Basilica, he had addressed the plaza. “The time has come for the King of
the Clementyne Dynasty to unite with the Cloitare and accept the Bound Bride as his queen.”It
mattered not the least that Cloitare doctrines forbid electricity; he was heard without assistance
to the very corners of the square. “A new era begins when the Queen Mother gathers her
children and unites her family, and you, her sons and daughters, are destined to be the most
favored of all people.”“Hear me.” His voice demanded reverence and commanded with dread. It
held the congregants transfixed. “Hear me and know what you hear is the truth. Whatever else
may come to pass in the time which starts again now, one thing above all will remain true: the
Queen Mother will be the mother of heroes. The Mother of All will bring lasting peace.”Looking
over the assembled faithful, he knew his final words would chill. “The Cloitare are from the
people, and the future queen is a babe against the breast in your midst. I call upon the mothers
to find her.”All over Erria, people were spontaneously hushed as mothers in black robes parted
the crowds, gliding the sidewalks, their close scrutiny of infants creating fear among parents,



their conversation with toddlers bringing people to tears. A great many children were stalked
home and their families persuaded to give to the Cloitare and the future.Through the heart of
each city and into its slums, the nuns pursued the Mawan, the Destroyer, the Dark Mother of
Time. She would be devouring and deadly in her solicitous protection, but the nuns held her
secret. The Revelations of the Prophets as the world knew it did not mention her by name. To the
public she was strictly the Bound Bride, Queen Mother, Mother of All.18 years earlierThe time to
start again, to correct the excesses grown from the past, to raze the ground for the future had
become obvious, but Master Aidan had set it himself and for little more reason than he found the
present king suitable, the world abhorrent, and himself dangerously indifferent. He did not
believe an infant was born that heralded his coming. He was seeking a vessel he could fill. He
was the Creator, the first to be prophesied, he did not need a genuine destroyer: he would make
one. The mothers need simply find him a suitable child.Years passed.King Remius left his teens
and entered his early twenties. Nevertheless, every child brought before Aidan failed to stir
within him the slightest interest. He was torn. He knew he would make the Mawan, but he also
desired some engagement, some hint of significance to be in the child’s eyes. He began to
despair that disappointment would attend his every creation. It was unreasonable, yet he longed
to be surprised.Aidan sincerely did not believe surprise was possible, so he viewed the two
quarrelling mothers with skepticism.“She is near the old railroad houses,” Mother Isabelle told
him. “I am certain of it, but I cannot find her.”“Because there is nothing to find.” Mother Vesna bit
each patronizing word.“Yes, exactly.” Isabelle was curt, and then with respect to Aidan, “It is
nothing that I find.”Vesna threw the first insult, “Your sight lacks the power to penetrate.”And
Isabelle returned, “You are blinded by the dark.”Aidan impassively watched the pupils in each of
the mother’s eyes flare wide. If they had been a decade older than thirty, it might not have
happened, but they still held the passion of youth. He expected a rush of blood to color their
cheeks, but before their skin could warm, both regained control.They were in the windowless
rooms of the convent’s ground floor where the oil lamps gave scant light, but even so, the
mothers’ eyes were constricted as if in full sun.Isabelle turned solid orbs of blue on Aidan,
saying, “I beg you to go and see for yourself,” while Vesna spoke over her, insisting, “This is a
matter for the mothers to resolve.”But Isabelle carried on. “The shade begins just beyond the
downtown business district, near the boarded up ruins of the inner city. Look for the shadow that
shifts like smoke. You will notice it has settled darkest among the rotting houses by the old
rails.”“It is the cloud of anodyne, a concentration of addicts,” Vesna informed them both.“It is not
the dreams of the somnolent,” Isabelle stated. “It is a void, and within it is black silence.”The
words shivered down Aidan’s spine. It had been so very long since he had been moved, he did
nothing to conceal the effect. Instead, he silently repeated Isabelle’s words to feel the sensation
again. A void. Black silence.Vesna studied him for understanding, but she had not yet fully
accepted his eyes would tell her nothing. His pupils constricted and dilated according to the
light, and his breath changed when he willed it, and, unlike the mothers, the two functions were
not dependent on the other. From his arrival, his expression barely rose above apathy. Even



before the crowds of the Basilica, he seldom displayed more than cool tolerance, but now the
muscles in his face tightened to show interest.Isabelle stepped back from the unfamiliar
smile.But Vesna was more concerned to see his attention fade into the distance. Her deference
was forced and her offer circumspect, “Lest the future Queen Mother’s parentage be assumed,
we cannot ask you to attend this matter. I will take it upon myself to look again into this darkness.”
And then, when he remained silent, she added, “It is certainly the result of a new street
drug.”Aidan’s voice was low and remote, “It has been many years since I last walked in the night,
and I prefer to walk alone.”~~~~~~In the places Aidan cast his mental sights, darkness receded.
The shadows evident to the mothers were hidden to him, but Isabelle had also spoken of a void
of black silence, and it was this he sought. He entered the slums after midnight, walking the
buckled sidewalks before the rail houses, listening to the chaotic turmoil of untamed thoughts
clamoring in the ether. It sounded much the same in the wealthiest districts, but the uncontrolled
chattering of the repetitive mind was denser here and it stayed awake later.In some locations it
was more frantic, hurtling along under artificial speed, until the breeze brought to him the sweet
chemical burn of narcotics, and then the pace slackened, becoming almost quiet, almost
comfortable. He passed one dilapidated structure after another, searching for the promised void,
undeceived by the sleepers and the dreamers, the stupefied and the stoned.What he had come
for was silence, and the stillness from one house pulled against the edges of the others. He
found the neighbors taking shelter at the furthest sides of their homes, unaware of what caused
their discomfort, except their walls were too near the place that felt haunted.It did not lack for
light though. Of all the houses on the street, this one was unnaturally bright. In every window,
bare bulbs could be seen through the thin sheets used as curtains, but beneath the electric glow
was a darkness he could not see within.Aidan stood before the strip of lawn lost to the weeds
and stared into the void with painful wonder. He was the Creator, the Architect, the One, and
somehow he had been given a gift, something unexpected. More than anything, he wanted to
test his mastery. He wanted to be taxed, to feel the stress of potential defeat, to be engaged and
enthralled, to be challenged and matched, and ahead was a darkness his mind could not
penetrate.The emptiness pulled him forward until he was standing on the paint-peeled porch,
filled with hope and expectation.He wanted to draw the whole of the night into himself, to be
aware of every detail. The moisture in the air, the smell of decayed wood, the faint scent of
perfume, he needed to breathe in everything while taking in the surrounding sounds. He heard
dogs barking and a chain link fence rattle as someone bolted over it, and then farther away
came to him the steady beat of bass from a parked car.He gazed over the ruined neighborhood
without judgment. It was what it was, and for the moment, it was marvelous.Turning back to the
house, he found the door closed, the lock weak in rotten wood. He listened to the music from
inside and broke through the resistance when it was at its loudest.From the open door, he saw
the child sleeping on the couch, undisturbed by the blaring symphony, the glare of three electric
bulbs, and the noise he had made. He stood attentive at the threshold, smelling the heavy use of
someone smoking speed, and then, from an adjoining room, he heard the synthesized beat of



techno trance being turned low while someone listened for another disturbance.Mind free of
body, he pushed through the house and found only the girl and her mother.With the flick of a
lighter, he heard the pull of air sucked through a pipe and then the volume was returned to
deafening.The mother did not hear him walking down the short hall or moving through her
bedroom door. Her head was bent over the dresser, crushing an anodyne tablet into dust, when
Aidan dropped one hand over her head forcing it into her chest and wrapped the other around
both her arms to swing her away from the mirror. With the perfect pitch of influence, he
commanded her “Down,” and she slumped to the floor. Then he rumbled, “Sleep,” and released
her.Rolling her onto her back, he examined her.Just a teenager, but with deep gaunt cheeks and
red swollen eyes. Her frame was small and delicate, appearing frail from years of use. Her hair
was a dull black over anemic skin. Aidan cast his eyes over the room. Stockings, garters, and
bras were kicked across the floor. Long links of packaged condoms hung over the bedside
drawers. She was likely a prostitute, the child’s father irrelevant if even known. It didn’t matter; he
had seen worse.Back in the living room, he sat on the edge of the coffee table and studied the
child. She was barely five years if not malnourished. Her mother’s black hair shone in loose curls
against pale skin. Her head rested lightly on the arm of the couch making her image soft with the
same innocence seen in all sleeping children. Aidan leaned closer as though something might
reveal itself, but there was nothing about the child’s appearance that suggested she was
responsible for the darkness.He touched her lightly on the foot so that her eyes opened and she
sat upright to meet his gaze.And there was the blackness. He stared at the blue eyes lost to
pupils far too large for the bare bulbs above, feeling a powerful force rip at the edges of his mind,
tearing apart the light that defined him.Marveling at the sensation, he stared full into the
destruction and silently recited, From the Void the Creator is made and to the Void will he
return.The merest hint of a smile pulled her lips upward, an expression that made her seem
warmly familiar. With an unhurried curiosity, she examined him. She explored his face, lingering
on the scar that split his dark brow in two, and squinted to find the nearly invisible line that once
marred his broad cheek bone. Reaching for his hand, she ran her fingers under the heavy
sleeves of his robe to trace the hidden scars on his wrists, and with the same certainty, she sat
forward to pull the collar from his neck and expose the mark the rope had left there as well. She
winced with pain and anger.Taking his hand again, she flipped it from the light color of his palm
to the darker skin on the back, neither as light as an Errian nor as dark as the foreigners who had
swept fast and fleeting across the continent five centuries before. Tall, broad, and strong, he was
foreign, but his features were sharply defined like a native. She took in the whole of him and then
returned her focus to his eyes. She was trying to read something there, or tell him something, or
—Aidan felt her push—connect.If he opened to her, she would stumble headlong and panic. He
left her searching.With great sadness, she said, “It begins.”And after a time, he replied, “So it
does.”~~~~~~“My mother?”“Sleeping.”She studied him with doubt before exhaling a warning
that he would be sorry if she found the facts different. She pushed off the couch and
disappeared into her mother’s room. He heard the girl pulling pillows and a blanket off the bed to



arrange her mother’s comfort.When she came back to the couch, her appearance was
somber.Aidan held her attention firm and said, “I will never lie to you.”“You mean you will never
lie to me if I am who you think I am.”“I will only ever say what I mean.”“I have not agreed to be the
person you seek.”“You believe yourself to have a choice?”“That is the one question that troubles
me more than any.”“If you are not who I have come to find, then who are you?”“There is the
problem,” she admitted. Crawling back onto the couch, she held her hand up for him to wait. She
was thinking how to tell him. What to tell him.He watched as she repeatedly formulated then
refused explanations. She would draw in a breath, meet his eyes, then frown, shake her head,
hold her hand up for more time and start again. Finally, irritated with herself, she blurted out, “I
remember. I remember everything.”Her whole demeanor sagged as though the confession had
been too much.Intent on hearing the truth, he spoke with his true voice, the voice of influence,
the voice of the Architect. He asked, “Do you know who I am?”She gawked at him in open shock
and then laughed. Rocking forward, eyes open wide, she held herself and laughed in hysterics. It
bordered on derisive.Aidan was fascinated. He let the fury of her outburst peak and then settle.
As quickly as she entered the mania, she emerged gravely ominous to answer, “You are
everything. You are my maker and my undoing. You are my savior and my death. You are the one
that has been with me since the beginning and you will be with me ever after. You are the only
one that can save me and you are the one who is going to make me forget. More than know you,
I remember you.”A chill rose on his neck and shivered down his spine, making his muscles
tremble to release the effect. He’d been moved. He’d been asleep for longer than he knew, but
now he was fully in possession of his consciousness. She did not balk when he brought it to
bear on her either.“What do you remember?”“Everything.”Again he felt the chill. Mind free of
body, he moved through the distance looking for her. Going back, into the past, he searched for
her memory. He found scraps like dreams of a forming mind, but little to explain the foreboding in
her words. She held his gaze unafraid. He pushed deeper.Back, back through the confusion,
through the mind that tried to grab hold of memories that laid disjointed and grotesque over the
present: the child that struck out with the practiced blade of repetition, the toddler that fell to her
knees but remembered a kick that broke bone, the infant that screamed for retribution.The mind
was in warfare, railing against past grievances too old for the body to conceive.Aidan pushed
through the distress, further into the past, into the black until thunder rent the darkness and then
he was himself. Order over chaos. He was himself but undeceived, bitter, wishing he had done
different. At the end of his life, he—the Creator, the Architect, the One—had sat down to make
one last perfect thing for himself. He had gone into the black to forge, giving everything to be free
of himself. In his death, she was made.He groaned at the monstrosity of his deed. She would
remember everything from the first moment he became aware.She said, “You must make me
forget.”It had taken years, but she had forgotten. He had held her in the present, whispering here
and now, here and now, until she lost her way to the past. Now he held her in the distance,
remembering her as a child, holding her safe for the long hours it would take to reach her.He had
asked her that night so long ago, “What is your name?”And she had replied, “What would you



like?”He had known from the beginning what he would rename her.12:00 p.m.Sable needed to
die. The opportunity to free the kingdom, without obvious culpability, from the obligation that had
threatened it for generations was plunging fast into history. Catherine’s Guard Dog was silent.
She did not control him, and it was too frequent he reminded her of this detail in their
arrangement. He would neither meet her nor reveal himself. He would no longer work any job he
considered too trivial for his skills. He would accept, decline, or change her instructions at will.
He could not be shadowed, filmed, or photographed, and he would not tolerate fallback agents
ready to step in should he fail.Early in their unconventional relationship, she had tried to trap him
with the offer of an unattainable mission. She pulled it off the top of her head, a wish, if one could
be granted, for the impossible.She wanted access to the internal communications of Alena’s
Intelligence Department. It would mean getting into the cellar of the Helena headquarters and
direct wiring a relay box. It was absurdly farcical.He had written back: You doubt my skills, kitty? I
will bring you cream.If he was sincerely foolish enough to try, she would take him down before he
was captured by the Alenans. Commencing at the sewers and closing on the roof, she had
agents in the area armed with the full gambit. From bullets to tranquilizers, thermal cameras to
biometric readers, there would not be a creature of any significance that would enter the Alenan
Intelligence Department without being marked. Her agents would either capture or kill him. After
two years of ambiguity, she was past caring which.She would harass him with single demands,
“Update?” or “Well?”, but he remained silent for weeks. She wondered whether he would vanish
entirely. Then, in the sixth week, she received the message on her phone: Open the attachment
and install the program.The folder was named Bitten, and once started, it began blasting
documents across her screen.He wrote: Now, because I can’t trust you, I take it away.And he
had. The connection to the source was lost.Then: Do not bother to ask for it again.Months of curt
denials later, he resumed communication: You may come to me with legitimate threats that affect
the King. You may not test our agreement again, or I will kill you for the impertinence.One of the
agreements was not to organize replacement agents to fulfill his accepted contracts. Catherine
had never been so agitated. She could not waste more than an hour waiting for him to signal his
assent. She watched the minutes vanish.She typed to the team already in route: Go.As yet, the
runaway bride had not even been located.12:30 p.m.King Remius Clement had taken the news
without remark. He stood in the salt flats where the General found him, his attention fixed to the
tablet in his hand, scanning the lithium report with the same serious face he presented to almost
every occasion.Berringer suspected, but he could never be sure with the man, that Remy was
not actually reading. He believed Remy was instead searching for an appropriate reaction.
Berringer understood those responses were limited. He knew Remy to have essentially two:
seriously angry and benevolently serious, at all other times he was simply serious. His attempts
to be jocular were so disastrous only Berringer could genuinely laugh, and then Remy would
smile at the failure, but such occasions were rare.The two had been friends since they were
sixteen, when Remy was a prince and they had served together in the King’s Army. Even then he
had held himself in reserve, too dignified to run for cover—at least that was the young soldier’s



assessment at the time—so that Berringer felt forced to tackle him into a trench. Just slightly
smaller than Berringer, and without the same training, Remy had gone down easily and rolled
over blinking dirt out of his eyes. With a mouth set firm in sharp features, he looked ready to be
severe but was surprisingly indulgent, saying only, “Never cared much for long dialogue
either.”As the young Remy seemed determined to treat artillery in a casual manner, and every
other soldier was too apprehensive to throw the future king in the mud, Berringer had been
tasked with keeping him alive. Over the years, the scale of things had become significantly
larger, but he’d essentially been doing much the same job ever since.No one knew the King
better, but Berringer could not guess what Remy was thinking. He waved away the approaching
workers and stood silently waiting for a reply.And Remy stared at the lithium report, struggling
not to allow a particular emotion to gain enough strength to surface. It had been twenty-two
years since the appearance of the Master and Mentor, and Remy had spent most of them
learning what it was to truly hate another. In the first year of Aidan’s arrival, the Cloitare had
forced his father to abdicate, driving his family out of the capital and into the country. Not yet
satisfied showing their dominance over the Clementyne Dynasty, the clergy had then scattered
his father’s advisors into retirement abroad.He had been twenty when he was crowned King of
Erentrude. In his first years, he saw nearly every government on the world’s third largest
continent, the emerging warring Erria, ripped apart as the fervent rioted against the skeptics, the
atheists, and the heretics. To keep his head, he had been forced to his knees in the Cloitare
Basilica and made to accept the title of the Chosen King, agreeing to pay the dynasty’s debt to
the nuns.The first years had been the worst. He remembers holding a blade to his own throat,
taking himself hostage, to prevent the Cloitare from forcing on him their Ministry of Clergy and
the laws they had written to be sanctioned in his name. At the time, virtually unknown to the
people and untried with the military, his life was the only thing of value he had to bargain with.He
had made his own small council, each of them known to him from when he’d served in his
father’s army. All of them faithless. The Ministry of Clergy had refused at first to recognize them.
In retrospect, Remy was certain it was their blind, youthful optimism and ignorance of the
impossible task before them that swayed public, diplomatic, and military opinion. And of course
money. The last century of Clements had a tenacious hold on property and industry, particularly
the refinement of lithium to store the world’s power. He and his three advisors had agreed to
gamble large and play with the highest stakes to gain enough influence to rule without constant
Cloitare interference. They had been reckless with the newly minted coin, but a simple
observation made by Berringer had set their path. When first they gathered, the future general
had said, “We will win nothing if we allow ourselves to be led about by the enemy.”And by a tight
leash the nuns had yanked him around those first years. When the Cloitare presented the newly
discovered Queen Mother, his Bound Bride, to the masses that filled the capital, he had no
choice but to go down on his knees before them too while his advisors looked on in unified rage,
not yet strong enough in their positions to defy the Cloitare. In the eighteen years since, they had
all become masters of their designated crafts, but Remy had also witnessed the clergy twist the



people into an aggressive fanaticism, praying for his marriage to a girl he suspected, against the
emphatic opposition of his advisors, was not in collusion with the nuns.~~~~~~Remy had
summoned the memory constantly in the months after he learned of her disappearance. It had
happened during the weekly meal Sable shared with him and his table. When the mother that
accompanied Sable had her attention drawn away, Sable had tapped his foot with hers and then
given him such a look of desperate warning, he had continued to stare at her openly even after
the mother had spotted the insurrection.He had held her back after the meal, had demanded the
mother leave, threatening with escalating anger until he had frightened the mother and everyone
else from the room.Once alone, Sable must have thought he could not hold the mother off for
long because she asked quickly and directly, “How was your grandfather killed?”It was so
quintessentially Cloitare, so utterly without tact, Remy should not have been surprised, yet he
was. Dispelling the fury required to force the mother to depart, his answer was blunt, “He was
slain by his confidant and guard.”“Why?”“The man obviously went mad.”Sable considered it.
Without guile or judgment, she asked, “Do you believe this?”The infamous act had happened
when his father was thirteen. Callias Clement’s master strategist, guard, and dearest friend had
cut him down in his private rooms. The reason was never clear. Two Cloitare mothers and a
sister had watched it happen, but such was the speed and skill of Orson Feridon, they could do
nothing to prevent it. Alerted by the hysterical screaming of the sister, the guards had charged
the room. Still clasping the knife used to kill the king, the guards found Feridon heaving sick on
the floor and two mothers shielding the eyes of the terrified sister, whispering words to settle her
distress. None of this could be disputed.Feridon had not fought apprehension, but because of
his mastery in combat, he was taken into custody with an electronic compliance shackle on his
wrist. If he fought, the guards could drop him to the floor in writhing agony, rendering him
harmless.Feridon had been taken to the city prison while word of the king’s death spread rapidly
around the capital. Then, when the mob descended to tear the traitor apart, he escaped.Orson
Feridon had never been caught. His motive remained unknown. But the prison surveillance
video of his frenzied self-mutilation to free himself of the shackle went some ways to verifying his
madness.The mothers swore he had turned without warning, and such was the violence of the
attack, the witnessing sister had gone out of her head. Remy did not doubt that either. He had
seen footage of the nun wailing loud and inconsolable before the King’s Council. She was never
able to answer a single question, possibly never understood anything that was asked, and then
weeks later, she too was dead. The Cloitare said it was grief.Erria was rife with conspiracy
theories when the Ministry of Clergy stepped in as the Council of Regents, functioning as the
governing body until his father reached an acceptable age to take power. Remy never thought
his father had completely thrown off their influence. There was a subdued, compliant manner
about his father toward the Cloitare that Remy despised and had sworn never to emulate.At
question was whether Remy believed the story of the master strategist’s sudden madness.
Ultimately, Remy was undecided. He had never been given a credible reason not to believe. And
while Berringer voiced nonspecific suspicions about the role of the clergy in Callias’s death,



Remy accepted very little without evidence.How, Remy always asked his master strategist to
imagine, could three nuns kill him with Berringer in the room? The question would make Remy
smile and his friend dismiss the idea. Now, Sister Sable, dressed in the Cloitare robes, was
questioning him in much the same way.He said to her, “I will accept what the facts offer.” And
then questioned, “Why are you asking?”“I ask because the facts are …”He could not imagine
why she paused. Her eyes were pale orbs of cold blue, showing neither emotion nor motive nor
pupils. The Cloitare Stare was unsettling enough on its own, but the topic made her positively
morbid. He expected the long pause to lead to a revelation, but instead, she simply confirmed,
“... the facts are Feridon killed him. But why?”Remy stopped himself from saying the word that
came to mind and stared at her with controlled impatience.“You were going to answer madness
again. Do you know the cause of it?”Sable waited for an answer until Remy warned, “I will not be
baited. Continue.”“Was he always mad? I’ve read he was a respected military strategist. I’ve also
read he was loved by the army. And I’ve heard soldiers don’t love mad generals.”Remy realized
this was the most he had ever heard her say, and it was thoroughly patronizing.She looked to the
floor. “I do not mean to be condescending. There are satisfactory answers to all questions, but to
find these, I need help.”He had a dozen questions, but first, “Why are you looking?”She met his
gaze to tell him, “I believe the order means you harm.”Blessed hell. Such extreme words, yet the
cold Stare of the Cloitare denied any concern. Remy could not conceal his
dismay.Misinterpreting, she responded, “I have no proof to offer. The mothers have become
distrustful and prevent me from learning.”He did nothing to mask his growing confusion. “What
are you trying to learn?”“It is important that I know what the prophets first called me. The realm
should hold its own handwritten copy of the revelations. I must ask you to find for me the dates
each of my titles appeared in writing and tell me what was written.”Taking her by the arm, he tried
to bring the conversation under control by guiding her into a chair. “Tell me what has
happened.”But she stiffened against the intended direction. “It has become obvious to me the
Cloitare are evil. By extension, their designs are evil.”The declaration from the face of someone
so young made her appear harsh, and had he believed in anything preternatural, he would think
her colorless eyes demonic. He studied her, searching for any signs of empathy or
emotion.Possibly realizing the image she presented, she drew in a breath and softened her
features. Raising her heart rate to expand her pupils, her face flushed warm. As if none of this
had been presented to him before, she moderated her voice to explain, “They thirst for this union
with such desperation neither you nor I are relevant. They have their own unknown objective in
sight and their ambition does not include you. It scarcely has room for me.” The impenetrable
facade practiced by the Cloitare was gone, replaced with fear. “Can you refuse to wed me?”He
had not meant to laugh, but he had meant his reply to sound light. “I could, if you’d like the walls
painted in my blood.”She had not considered it before, but she saw it plainly and was
horrified.Regretting the attempt at levity, he tried to mitigate his words. He took her hand,
surprised by how cold it was, but patted it regardless. “This has all been expected. You have
nothing to worry about.”Stepping away from him, she shook her head in unhappy frustration. In



an instant, her pupils constricted and she disappeared behind the order’s blank face. Before
leaving, she made the demand, “Have for me the titles.”But the following week when she next
joined them, she was numb and senseless with fatigue. When he spoke to her, she mumbled
incomprehensible answers to the family pin in his jacket, as though the red-jeweled eyes of the
bull could understand.After the meal, he tried to hold her back again. He started to shout away
the mother, but then Sable’s face filled with such distress, he feared for what might happen
behind the double doors and stopped.The next meal was the same.Then, at the third meal, still
dazed, she tapped him on the foot and nodded. He held her back with all the drama and more
that accompanied the first night. The attending mother was joined by three more that had been
waiting in the corridor. It had taken him, punctuated by the sharp orders of Berringer, many
minutes to force them out. Catherine had pulled the girl to the far end of the room, promising her,
“It’s a small confrontation. Do not be concerned, there is nothing to fear.”When Remy turned,
Sable was warning the spy chief, “For all that is about to befall me for this treachery, let it not be
for such lies.”The implication of abuse made them all solemn. Catherine and Berringer turned to
the King to start.“Sit,” he told them. “We will not be rushed.”~~~~~~It was gratifying to hear
doubts harassed her relentlessly. Her thoughts were exact and unforgiving of sentiment. She
questioned the veracity of free will, divinity, and destiny. She could not make the three fit
cohesively and the mothers would not answer her questions with the candid realism she
required.“But you are a theist?” Catherine pressed.“There exists a god, if god is the name you
wish to give it, but it is ignorant,” she told them. “As real as light, it is energy, but not intelligent. It
can be manipulated, but it cannot be reasoned with.”“So the prayers people offer?” Catherine
hoped to hear her say prayers were useless.But Sable’s blank face creased with confusion.
Catherine could read her lips as she sounded out the puzzle, turning it for clarity, “Prayers
people offer. Offer.” Her eyes tightened on the word. “Offer. Offered prayers. Offering prayers.”
The word ceased to have meaning. She asked aloud, “What do they offer?”And when Catherine
looked stumped to know, Sable answered, “I am unfamiliar with this practice.”Catherine leaned
in on the girl. “But you do pray?”“I have.” It did not sound common.“To God?”“Obviously not. I
have explained it as ignorant.”“Then to whom do you pray?”“To the One.”The three glanced at
each other. “The One is God, is it not?”“The One embodies god.”Catherine sat back. Religious
ambiguity annoyed her unlike anything else, and she could not discern in the pale singular
shade of Sable’s eyes if it were deliberate. She shifted away from the abstract, asking, “The
Revelations of the Prophets, what did you want to know?”“I want to know the titles as the
prophets predicted on the day it was written.”“Why though?”Whatever invention Sable was
creating in the silence, Catherine was eager to judge the nun’s ability to deceive.Sable said,
“Perhaps a title has been misrepresented. Perhaps the prophets never wrote of a Cloitare
bride.”“It matters very little whether we could prove that at this point.” Catherine shut it down to
see where Sable would go next.“Such a disclosure, or one like it, could stop the union of clergy
and realm.”Catherine did not expect to laugh.And Berringer could not prevent his disbelief from
sounding harsh. “Do you have any idea what is happening in the world?”With the relentless gaze



of the Cloitare, Sable studied him for understanding. When he looked away, she said, “I have
never been in the world.”“Have you never connected to the network?” The Cloitare shunned any
technology invented after its inception, but still it seemed unreal that a teenager would have
absolutely no exposure. Catherine knew at the private girl’s school she attended all manner of
banned material found its way into the dorms. Pulling out her phone, Catherine lit up the screen
and handed it to Sable.Sable took the phone and, with her full attention focused on it, waited for
it to do something. When the screen darkened again, she handed it back, saying, “I am
unfamiliar with it.”Berringer threw himself back in amazement.Catherine laughed again, saying,
“It is terribly overrated. You’re not missing a thing.”Sable’s posture stiffened with caution. “We
agreed to speak the truth.”The spymaster acted with charming guilt. “So we did. You are missing
a great deal. It boggles the mind, really.” She turned to the King. “If you’ll permit, I will answer her
question.”Sister SableThe Mad QueenBook 1by T. MountebankTranslated by Dökk Og
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CountThe PalaceMawan11:00 a.m.General Berringer remembers the night he could have ended
it. He remembers the way thunder shook the planks in the floor of his office and how wind had
been passing shrill through a break in the lead panes of a window. He remembers his attention
had been drawn away from his desk to the darkened night in anticipation of the next lightning
strike.The rain had not yet arrived, just the bluster and threats, and while the glass was still
mirror sharp, he had studied himself, wondering how the troubles would define him. He would
not have the wrinkles made from smiles his father had formed. He did not teach with laughter. He
had been a colonel that night, as lean and muscled as he was now, but the difficulties had been
with them for over a decade and his face had begun to show the strain.He remembers he had



been trying to imitate his father’s amusement when the sky finally split. Lightning had jumped the
clouds, and in that moment, all his concerns were obliterated with the sharp illumination of a
figure crouched low and hiding in the palace gardens four floors below.The Colonel had moved
quickly to grab a rifle with night vision while killing the lights. Weapon strapped over his shoulder,
he braced a hand against the frame of the window and quietly pulled it open. With the fluid ease
of familiarity, he flipped the rifle to cradle in his arm, against his cheek, and then, eye to the sight,
he searched for the prowler again in the green tinted night.Years later, he could still not account
for why he had remained silent, alerting no one when he found the person again by the wall, a
solid silhouette against an eerie stone barrier. Instead, he watched the figure crouch once more
and he waited until the sweeping survey of the eastern rooms brought their search to his
window. He remembers the shock, a punch to his heart, as the distance closed and their eyes
found him in the dark, looking straight through his scope to return his gaze.He remembers the
anxious pause that held them both motionless until the strange interloper stood, stretching out
their arms and lifting their head to give definition to their shape. The mass of fabric caught in the
storm, blowing wide, until he imagined he could hear the cloth snapping in the wind. The black
robe and headdress revealed the night stalker to be a nun, but her strange actions were
unknown to him; they defied the fearless, arrogant dignity of the Cloitare, so the Colonel could
not bring himself to lower his gun. Tense, perplexing moments passed before the storm sent
another bolt of white light, and in that moment, the figure pulled back the headdress that had
blown across her face. He remembers the dread of recognition. He feels again the mental slump.
He can see as clearly as if she were before him now how she appeared bold with defiance
before falling back into shadow. The Bound Bride, he cursed the words. How she had come to
be alone in the gardens, he could not imagine; her purpose for being there, he well understood.
But he questioned the wisdom of allowing her to escape. She was barely fifteen. That very night
she had shown them she had absolutely no experience of the world outside the convent, could
not even use a phone that had been handed to her. He doubted she had the skills to find a meal,
much less disappear. Here he had an opportunity, and uppermost in his mind was the excited
idea: One shot fired at an intruder and it will all be over tonight. The King would be free, the
obligation to the clergy dead. Yet still he held his hand and did not fire until finally she was forced
to bring her face out of obscurity. She offered him an impatient expression, a fearless challenge,
prompting him to either shoot or withdraw.He remembers the night. He remembers he had not
lowered his sights, but he had made a gesture, a barely perceptible nod, and then he had
watched as she ran away. Now, more than seven years later, she had been found, and the
General regrets the night.11:00 a.m.General Berringer remembers the night he could have
ended it. He remembers the way thunder shook the planks in the floor of his office and how wind
had been passing shrill through a break in the lead panes of a window. He remembers his
attention had been drawn away from his desk to the darkened night in anticipation of the next
lightning strike.The rain had not yet arrived, just the bluster and threats, and while the glass was
still mirror sharp, he had studied himself, wondering how the troubles would define him. He



would not have the wrinkles made from smiles his father had formed. He did not teach with
laughter. He had been a colonel that night, as lean and muscled as he was now, but the
difficulties had been with them for over a decade and his face had begun to show the strain.He
remembers he had been trying to imitate his father’s amusement when the sky finally split.
Lightning had jumped the clouds, and in that moment, all his concerns were obliterated with the
sharp illumination of a figure crouched low and hiding in the palace gardens four floors
below.The Colonel had moved quickly to grab a rifle with night vision while killing the lights.
Weapon strapped over his shoulder, he braced a hand against the frame of the window and
quietly pulled it open. With the fluid ease of familiarity, he flipped the rifle to cradle in his arm,
against his cheek, and then, eye to the sight, he searched for the prowler again in the green
tinted night.Years later, he could still not account for why he had remained silent, alerting no one
when he found the person again by the wall, a solid silhouette against an eerie stone barrier.
Instead, he watched the figure crouch once more and he waited until the sweeping survey of the
eastern rooms brought their search to his window. He remembers the shock, a punch to his
heart, as the distance closed and their eyes found him in the dark, looking straight through his
scope to return his gaze.He remembers the anxious pause that held them both motionless until
the strange interloper stood, stretching out their arms and lifting their head to give definition to
their shape. The mass of fabric caught in the storm, blowing wide, until he imagined he could
hear the cloth snapping in the wind. The black robe and headdress revealed the night stalker to
be a nun, but her strange actions were unknown to him; they defied the fearless, arrogant dignity
of the Cloitare, so the Colonel could not bring himself to lower his gun. Tense, perplexing
moments passed before the storm sent another bolt of white light, and in that moment, the figure
pulled back the headdress that had blown across her face. He remembers the dread of
recognition. He feels again the mental slump. He can see as clearly as if she were before him
now how she appeared bold with defiance before falling back into shadow. The Bound Bride, he
cursed the words. How she had come to be alone in the gardens, he could not imagine; her
purpose for being there, he well understood. But he questioned the wisdom of allowing her to
escape. She was barely fifteen. That very night she had shown them she had absolutely no
experience of the world outside the convent, could not even use a phone that had been handed
to her. He doubted she had the skills to find a meal, much less disappear. Here he had an
opportunity, and uppermost in his mind was the excited idea: One shot fired at an intruder and it
will all be over tonight. The King would be free, the obligation to the clergy dead. Yet still he held
his hand and did not fire until finally she was forced to bring her face out of obscurity. She offered
him an impatient expression, a fearless challenge, prompting him to either shoot or withdraw.He
remembers the night. He remembers he had not lowered his sights, but he had made a gesture,
a barely perceptible nod, and then he had watched as she ran away. Now, more than seven
years later, she had been found, and the General regrets the night.1 hour earlierShe was
pushing into the distance, mind free of body, feeling the ether for anything wrong, for any ripple
of peril or the warning that would send her into flight. All was as it had been for years, the



greatest threat nearby, but still many hours and obstacles away. Master Aidan, master and
mentor to the Bound Bride, was pushing himself into the distance, searching for her, but she was
just out of reach.She dropped back into the present, the here and now of the moment. The
young man beside her rubbed his coat sleeve against the misted window of the train, looking not
upon the fields being plowed under for winter, but beyond them to the old pine forest. He would
make fast money clearing the trees for new fields.She knew she made him nervous. She knew
his boastings about being a crew leader were fabricated. She wanted to tell him he was too
clean and new to carry the lie. She wanted to lift up her boot and show him the scuff marks, the
mud, the stains, and the tar. The cuffs of her coat were darkened and thin. Her red hair, braided
thin and piled on her head, was held with chipped enamel sticks. Her jeans were streaked at the
thighs where she had wiped her hands, stained with oil and dirt. All this and she was considered
well removed from the real grime of hard labor in these lands.This, she wanted to say, is how you
should appear when you have been away from the motherland long enough to brag, but by then
you won’t care.For the moment though, he did care, and she made him nervous. He continued to
run a whetstone over the sharpened edge of a new hatchet while he told her about topping
trees, and she gazed ahead at the man who feigned sleep, as though the train had rocked him
into oblivion, but she knew he was hiding lest he be drawn into conversation. They were all about
the same young age, but the fake dreamer was marked as a true Alenan by his uniform.
Conscripted at eighteen, he had nearly served his four year obligation. In the seat beside him,
he had put his bag and old army-issued rifle, ensuring at least one less passenger that might
annoy him.Two hours of travel and he thought it might have been preferable to be merely
annoyed. He wished he had sat somewhere else. She made him nervous as well. It was in part
her faraway stare, but worse was when she returned and her attention laid on him piercingly
direct. Even with his eyes closed, he felt the difference. Her hard scrutiny was off him when he
peeked to see her looking down the carriage aisle, pale eyes unfocused but searching,
appearing slightly dazed, and then she was back.Only he heard her swear: “Oh, hell no.”The
years of separation were over in an instant. The distance between her and the threat that sought
her disappeared when the third carriage snapped the rail and the fourth derailed then started to
roll. The carriage behind drove into the wreckage. The force tipped the next three cars over and
piled them together while momentum dragged another five off the tracks.1 hour earlierShe was
pushing into the distance, mind free of body, feeling the ether for anything wrong, for any ripple
of peril or the warning that would send her into flight. All was as it had been for years, the
greatest threat nearby, but still many hours and obstacles away. Master Aidan, master and
mentor to the Bound Bride, was pushing himself into the distance, searching for her, but she was
just out of reach.She dropped back into the present, the here and now of the moment. The
young man beside her rubbed his coat sleeve against the misted window of the train, looking not
upon the fields being plowed under for winter, but beyond them to the old pine forest. He would
make fast money clearing the trees for new fields.She knew she made him nervous. She knew
his boastings about being a crew leader were fabricated. She wanted to tell him he was too



clean and new to carry the lie. She wanted to lift up her boot and show him the scuff marks, the
mud, the stains, and the tar. The cuffs of her coat were darkened and thin. Her red hair, braided
thin and piled on her head, was held with chipped enamel sticks. Her jeans were streaked at the
thighs where she had wiped her hands, stained with oil and dirt. All this and she was considered
well removed from the real grime of hard labor in these lands.This, she wanted to say, is how you
should appear when you have been away from the motherland long enough to brag, but by then
you won’t care.For the moment though, he did care, and she made him nervous. He continued to
run a whetstone over the sharpened edge of a new hatchet while he told her about topping
trees, and she gazed ahead at the man who feigned sleep, as though the train had rocked him
into oblivion, but she knew he was hiding lest he be drawn into conversation. They were all about
the same young age, but the fake dreamer was marked as a true Alenan by his uniform.
Conscripted at eighteen, he had nearly served his four year obligation. In the seat beside him,
he had put his bag and old army-issued rifle, ensuring at least one less passenger that might
annoy him.Two hours of travel and he thought it might have been preferable to be merely
annoyed. He wished he had sat somewhere else. She made him nervous as well. It was in part
her faraway stare, but worse was when she returned and her attention laid on him piercingly
direct. Even with his eyes closed, he felt the difference. Her hard scrutiny was off him when he
peeked to see her looking down the carriage aisle, pale eyes unfocused but searching,
appearing slightly dazed, and then she was back.Only he heard her swear: “Oh, hell no.”The
years of separation were over in an instant. The distance between her and the threat that sought
her disappeared when the third carriage snapped the rail and the fourth derailed then started to
roll. The carriage behind drove into the wreckage. The force tipped the next three cars over and
piled them together while momentum dragged another five off the tracks.10:15 a.m.Master
Aidan was always pushing into the distance, always waiting for the drop in concentration, the
break in silence that revealed her. In the beginning, he had let her slip forward and bolt ahead.
He had known from the start she would run away and he would let her because the act would
define her. The rebellion was the very thing that would allow her to do what she must.But then, in
that first year, with her sagging into despair and he just behind, just out of sight, thinking he
would end the drama within days, she flashed with insight she should not have remembered and
was gone. He moved his mind through the distance but did not see her. He pushed himself
further and further into the place she had been but found only lingering images and vibrations of
thought. He did not fret at first; she would stumble and he would grab her. He would take
possession of her with such strength she would be rooted to the spot, and then he would hold
her until he arrived. But that was nearly seven years ago. And now from the silence, he heard
sounds, such terrible sounds, and he was filled with dread.10:15 a.m.Master Aidan was always
pushing into the distance, always waiting for the drop in concentration, the break in silence that
revealed her. In the beginning, he had let her slip forward and bolt ahead. He had known from
the start she would run away and he would let her because the act would define her. The
rebellion was the very thing that would allow her to do what she must.But then, in that first year,



with her sagging into despair and he just behind, just out of sight, thinking he would end the
drama within days, she flashed with insight she should not have remembered and was gone. He
moved his mind through the distance but did not see her. He pushed himself further and further
into the place she had been but found only lingering images and vibrations of thought. He did
not fret at first; she would stumble and he would grab her. He would take possession of her with
such strength she would be rooted to the spot, and then he would hold her until he arrived. But
that was nearly seven years ago. And now from the silence, he heard sounds, such terrible
sounds, and he was filled with dread.10:20 a.m.Major Dominic was accustomed to feeling
unsettled. He had been charged with overseeing the travel needs of this group of Cloitare for
nearly three years, the longest any of the King’s men had held the position. And less than a year
was the longest any of the men under him had managed to endure. There was no friendship, no
camaraderie, and scant laughter to be forged on Mission Retrieve. Dominic found it a struggle to
maintain the mental comfort he was not even aware he possessed before this assignment.The
Cloitare were oppressive enough in the stone halls of the palace, but here in this mobile unit
without the massive double doors to retire behind, it felt as though they occupied every space.
He felt constantly watched and exposed, as though the nuns were in his head, judging his
intellect. Everything, from a casual idea at dawn to his secret desires at night, embarrassed him
for over a year. He’d become exhausted with the exertion of watching and guarding his thoughts,
changing them, silencing them; but then, sometime in the second year, the exercise became
routine, his mind was orderly and quiet, and the mission less exacting.The Cloitare even seemed
to view him with less disdain, though this didn’t make them any more approachable. Of the six,
there was only one Major Dominic could bear to speak with. He was the sole man among the
clergy of women, and he was a giant, looking more like one of the dark foreign invaders from five
centuries ago than anyone seen in Erria today. For so many reasons, Master Aidan was both the
most and the least disturbing of the Cloitare. With barely a glance, he could swap your pounding
heart into your constricted throat, but he was so preoccupied with his own mind, he seldom
acknowledged the existence of the soldiers, and to Dominic he simply gave orders of where to
take them next.The other five, maybe because they were all nuns, the Cloitare Stare was
dramatically worse, especially the ones with light-colored eyes—it was all you saw. Their pupils
just didn’t seem to exist.He’d been told they were always looking inward, barely breathing, with
heart rates so slow they’d be cool to the touch, but who would dare confirm it? As it was, he
could scarcely dash in and out of eye contact with them before those steady, direct, cold-as-hell
expressions dropped his attention to his feet.Presently, Dominic was well beyond unsettled. He
did not want to be backing across the tarmac where they had most recently set up. He wanted to
stand his ground and take an order, but something had changed. The Cloitare were out of their
tents and descending on him with an intensity that terrified him. Staggering behind was Master
Aidan, one hand to his head and bent at the waist like an aneurysm had just ripped apart his
brain, demanding in staccato, “Pilots. Pilots. Medics. At once. Go,” waving indiscriminately at
both the helicopters and planes.Dominic felt their singular attention like a threat. Something



primal in his gut sent a siren to his head that told him to flee. It warned him he was prey. He
retreated. One step back and then another, he was gaining speed to turn and run, but then,
unexpectedly, he backed into a truck and came to a stop.The Cloitare stopped when they had
him within arm’s reach and then parted to allow Aidan to continue his disjointed commands:
“Pilots. Medics. Go.”But Dominic was not reacting. He could not look away, could not find his
shoes, the ground, his radio, or divert his attention to any of the objects that let him avoid the
Cloitare, that let him give orders and organize his men and mission; instead, he was round-eyed
with fear, struck stupid, and near to gun-pulling hysterics by this unnatural attention locked solely
on him.Aidan was silenced. His face shed the image of pain. It became in a moment a placid
refuge from where he said gently, “Dominic, look away.” And when Dominic broke their gaze and
rediscovered his shoes, Aidan continued, “Major, you are safe and in control. You will ready
everyone. We are going north.”10:20 a.m.Major Dominic was accustomed to feeling unsettled.
He had been charged with overseeing the travel needs of this group of Cloitare for nearly three
years, the longest any of the King’s men had held the position. And less than a year was the
longest any of the men under him had managed to endure. There was no friendship, no
camaraderie, and scant laughter to be forged on Mission Retrieve. Dominic found it a struggle to
maintain the mental comfort he was not even aware he possessed before this assignment.The
Cloitare were oppressive enough in the stone halls of the palace, but here in this mobile unit
without the massive double doors to retire behind, it felt as though they occupied every space.
He felt constantly watched and exposed, as though the nuns were in his head, judging his
intellect. Everything, from a casual idea at dawn to his secret desires at night, embarrassed him
for over a year. He’d become exhausted with the exertion of watching and guarding his thoughts,
changing them, silencing them; but then, sometime in the second year, the exercise became
routine, his mind was orderly and quiet, and the mission less exacting.The Cloitare even seemed
to view him with less disdain, though this didn’t make them any more approachable. Of the six,
there was only one Major Dominic could bear to speak with. He was the sole man among the
clergy of women, and he was a giant, looking more like one of the dark foreign invaders from five
centuries ago than anyone seen in Erria today. For so many reasons, Master Aidan was both the
most and the least disturbing of the Cloitare. With barely a glance, he could swap your pounding
heart into your constricted throat, but he was so preoccupied with his own mind, he seldom
acknowledged the existence of the soldiers, and to Dominic he simply gave orders of where to
take them next.The other five, maybe because they were all nuns, the Cloitare Stare was
dramatically worse, especially the ones with light-colored eyes—it was all you saw. Their pupils
just didn’t seem to exist.He’d been told they were always looking inward, barely breathing, with
heart rates so slow they’d be cool to the touch, but who would dare confirm it? As it was, he
could scarcely dash in and out of eye contact with them before those steady, direct, cold-as-hell
expressions dropped his attention to his feet.Presently, Dominic was well beyond unsettled. He
did not want to be backing across the tarmac where they had most recently set up. He wanted to
stand his ground and take an order, but something had changed. The Cloitare were out of their



tents and descending on him with an intensity that terrified him. Staggering behind was Master
Aidan, one hand to his head and bent at the waist like an aneurysm had just ripped apart his
brain, demanding in staccato, “Pilots. Pilots. Medics. At once. Go,” waving indiscriminately at
both the helicopters and planes.Dominic felt their singular attention like a threat. Something
primal in his gut sent a siren to his head that told him to flee. It warned him he was prey. He
retreated. One step back and then another, he was gaining speed to turn and run, but then,
unexpectedly, he backed into a truck and came to a stop.The Cloitare stopped when they had
him within arm’s reach and then parted to allow Aidan to continue his disjointed commands:
“Pilots. Medics. Go.”But Dominic was not reacting. He could not look away, could not find his
shoes, the ground, his radio, or divert his attention to any of the objects that let him avoid the
Cloitare, that let him give orders and organize his men and mission; instead, he was round-eyed
with fear, struck stupid, and near to gun-pulling hysterics by this unnatural attention locked solely
on him.Aidan was silenced. His face shed the image of pain. It became in a moment a placid
refuge from where he said gently, “Dominic, look away.” And when Dominic broke their gaze and
rediscovered his shoes, Aidan continued, “Major, you are safe and in control. You will ready
everyone. We are going north.”10:30 a.m.At first, Aidan saw sparks. They appeared like a
welding arc but longer and stronger. He did not have to push into the distance to find her; she
had reached out to him in a moment of blind panic. He heard metal screaming against metal.It
was a sound that could not be mistaken with anything except disaster, and Aidan found her in
the middle of it. Like he knew he would when given another chance, he grabbed hold of her, and
then, held in one place, he went to her. He saw just seconds of it: the old pines out the window,
the brown fields, the boy flying forward with a hatchet, the hatchet ending his life. He felt the
forward impact as she did. The pain. The momentum that held her. The release and spin that
dropped her back. And he was still with her when she was no longer aware.Dominic had them in
the air in less than ten minutes. The tents and supplies were left standing. The old forests were in
the north, running the uppermost borders of Erentrude, Alena, and Sierra. They would fly toward
the pines until they learned the location of the rail crash.10:30 a.m.At first, Aidan saw sparks.
They appeared like a welding arc but longer and stronger. He did not have to push into the
distance to find her; she had reached out to him in a moment of blind panic. He heard metal
screaming against metal.It was a sound that could not be mistaken with anything except
disaster, and Aidan found her in the middle of it. Like he knew he would when given another
chance, he grabbed hold of her, and then, held in one place, he went to her. He saw just
seconds of it: the old pines out the window, the brown fields, the boy flying forward with a
hatchet, the hatchet ending his life. He felt the forward impact as she did. The pain. The
momentum that held her. The release and spin that dropped her back. And he was still with her
when she was no longer aware.Dominic had them in the air in less than ten minutes. The tents
and supplies were left standing. The old forests were in the north, running the uppermost
borders of Erentrude, Alena, and Sierra. They would fly toward the pines until they learned the
location of the rail crash.10:35 a.m.Lieutenant Fallon wished he were in the cargo plane. The



cargo plane was dark and smelled of grease, rubber, and electronics. It had a wall of ports and
docks for all his electronics, and a desk designed to hold them in place. But more than anything
else, it rarely carried the Cloitare who were staring a hole through his head.Before the jet was
even off the ground, he was thumbing the search into his phone: train crash wreck. He set the
results to show from the last half hour forward. With the jet angled steeply into the sky, he typed
out the same search on a tablet and tucked it beside him, and then did the same on the laptop
that was being pushed against his waist by the steep ascent. Under his right boot, he held down
another tablet with northern maps already loaded.Loud blips designed to be heard in the cargo
plane sounded in succession from each device.“OMG just in train wreck.”“FUCK TRAINS,” and
attached was a picture of a carriage strewn with overhead luggage.“Dude like our train must
have hit a cow.”“TRAAAIN CRAAASH!!!”The laptop automatically replied to each post the same
questions: Where are you? What train? What’s your location?“Was I just in a train
crash?”“Seriously hurt here.” The picture showed bone piercing the flesh of a man’s finger. “My
train crashed into a field.”“Train wrecked. Going to find body pics.”Lieutenant Fallon forgot about
the Cloitare. He was scrolling through the messages, hunting for the one among many that
would give pertinent information.The laptop bleeped out a returned message: Who the fuck is
this?And another answered: dude we in a field.Then finally from WickedPie: Eudokia. We need
help.Fallon called out to Major Dominic, “Eudokia.” He typed back: Tell me from what city the
train left and where it was going.WickedPie: Left Eudokia for Balina.Fallon: How long ago? Do
you know your current location?WickedPie: Two hours ago. Are you sending help? Who are you?
The lieutenant grabbed the tablet from under his foot and highlighted an area between Eudokia
and Balina, then passed it to the waiting major. “There. For now, go there.”10:35 a.m.Lieutenant
Fallon wished he were in the cargo plane. The cargo plane was dark and smelled of grease,
rubber, and electronics. It had a wall of ports and docks for all his electronics, and a desk
designed to hold them in place. But more than anything else, it rarely carried the Cloitare who
were staring a hole through his head.Before the jet was even off the ground, he was thumbing
the search into his phone: train crash wreck. He set the results to show from the last half hour
forward. With the jet angled steeply into the sky, he typed out the same search on a tablet and
tucked it beside him, and then did the same on the laptop that was being pushed against his
waist by the steep ascent. Under his right boot, he held down another tablet with northern maps
already loaded.Loud blips designed to be heard in the cargo plane sounded in succession from
each device.“OMG just in train wreck.”“FUCK TRAINS,” and attached was a picture of a carriage
strewn with overhead luggage.“Dude like our train must have hit a cow.”“TRAAAIN
CRAAASH!!!”The laptop automatically replied to each post the same questions: Where are you?
What train? What’s your location?“Was I just in a train crash?”“Seriously hurt here.” The picture
showed bone piercing the flesh of a man’s finger. “My train crashed into a field.”“Train wrecked.
Going to find body pics.”Lieutenant Fallon forgot about the Cloitare. He was scrolling through the
messages, hunting for the one among many that would give pertinent information.The laptop
bleeped out a returned message: Who the fuck is this?And another answered: dude we in a



field.Then finally from WickedPie: Eudokia. We need help.Fallon called out to Major Dominic,
“Eudokia.” He typed back: Tell me from what city the train left and where it was going.WickedPie:
Left Eudokia for Balina.Fallon: How long ago? Do you know your current location?WickedPie:
Two hours ago. Are you sending help? Who are you?The lieutenant grabbed the tablet from
under his foot and highlighted an area between Eudokia and Balina, then passed it to the waiting
major. “There. For now, go there.”11 a.m.Major Dominic was speaking directly with General
Berringer. “We’re eight hours from the location. I need clearance to enter Alena’s airspace within
three and then permission to land at Balina Airport or Eudokia Field. The cargo plane is
following, but it’s too slow to be of use, so we’ll need vehicles on the ground when we arrive.
We’ll keep up with where they’re taking survivors from here, but you’re in a better position to get
someone on the ground to find her.”“She was definitely on the train? Hurt? But alive?”“Master
Aidan says so.”“Ok, Major, we’re on it.” General Berringer felt Dominic’s adrenaline fueled focus
to capture and return the nun—it had been his task in Mission Retrieve for three years after all—
but Berringer was in no rush to assist.To the men in the communication center awaiting orders,
Berringer held up his phone and said, “I’ll keep the major on this line. I’m going to find Laudin to
get clearance.”Berringer walked with speed and purpose out of the room, but once in the hall, he
slowed to give himself time to think. The political secretary, Laudin, he could reach by phone, but
the person he really needed to see was two floors below on the second level of the palace. Only
the intelligence chief had the network or nerve to end his mistake of seven years ago.Berringer
shook his head and cursed himself. He had all but forgotten the girl. After a year, the constant
fear she would be found had subsided, then the years seemed to prove she was really gone. He
had relaxed. His King would not be forced to marry a nun. The obligation to the Cloitare would
die and buried beside it would be the insane fabricated Revelations of the Prophets. He found
himself remembering the night he could have ended it. He should have killed her. To have made
certain, he should have killed her when he had the chance. He set his jaw forward. It was too late
for should-haves; he needed to make certain she died now.11 a.m.Major Dominic was speaking
directly with General Berringer. “We’re eight hours from the location. I need clearance to enter
Alena’s airspace within three and then permission to land at Balina Airport or Eudokia Field. The
cargo plane is following, but it’s too slow to be of use, so we’ll need vehicles on the ground when
we arrive. We’ll keep up with where they’re taking survivors from here, but you’re in a better
position to get someone on the ground to find her.”“She was definitely on the train? Hurt? But
alive?”“Master Aidan says so.”“Ok, Major, we’re on it.” General Berringer felt Dominic’s
adrenaline fueled focus to capture and return the nun—it had been his task in Mission Retrieve
for three years after all—but Berringer was in no rush to assist.To the men in the communication
center awaiting orders, Berringer held up his phone and said, “I’ll keep the major on this line. I’m
going to find Laudin to get clearance.”Berringer walked with speed and purpose out of the room,
but once in the hall, he slowed to give himself time to think. The political secretary, Laudin, he
could reach by phone, but the person he really needed to see was two floors below on the
second level of the palace. Only the intelligence chief had the network or nerve to end his



mistake of seven years ago.Berringer shook his head and cursed himself. He had all but
forgotten the girl. After a year, the constant fear she would be found had subsided, then the
years seemed to prove she was really gone. He had relaxed. His King would not be forced to
marry a nun. The obligation to the Cloitare would die and buried beside it would be the insane
fabricated Revelations of the Prophets. He found himself remembering the night he could have
ended it. He should have killed her. To have made certain, he should have killed her when he
had the chance. He set his jaw forward. It was too late for should-haves; he needed to make
certain she died now.11:10 a.m.The intelligence chief was signing papers. It was a monotonous
job others disliked but Catherine Girard quite enjoyed as it allowed her to think. And wait. She
was supposed to be having lunch with her deputy chief, but that was cancelled when the Guard
Dog made contact from Alena. He was in the neighboring country trailing an Erentrude scientist
that planned to pass off secret soil reports to his Alenan handler.Catherine was not so much
waiting to hear that the reports had been wiped from the scientist’s portable drive and replaced
with another version, as to read the Guard Dog’s confirmation that the traitor would not be
returning home to the motherland.It was the sort of task the Guard Dog excelled at. He was her
own special agent, one whose existence was known only to herself, the King, Berringer, and
Laudin.The soil report was done by the King of Erentrude’s own Ministry of Science and showed
Alena’s border contained several rare elements in rich deposits of monazite ore. Neither the King
nor Laudin wanted the Alenans to know the extent of the metals. Alena was torn between those
wanting to rejoin the mother country for its wealth and opportunities, and those who would toil
away their lives mired in all the misery poverty could serve merely to call themselves free.
Catherine hated them both. But, by the King’s will, the breakaway nation would be reunited with
its motherland, and that would be easier without the Alenans knowing the promise of wealth that
lay in their boundaries.The scientist was a defector from Erentrude’s Ministry of Science, but far
from an idealist, Catherine knew he was instead a disastrous combination of bored,
disenchanted, and broke.And the Guard Dog, she mused, was going to rip his throat
out.Catherine stopped signing papers and opened a document on the widescreen that
dominated her desk. She shouldn’t have kept the message, but she had, and she read it again:
One day, kitty, I am going to leave you on the floor calling my name. My real name.She had a
whole folder of them. He was the secret she carried. Opening another, she had just pulled the
band from her blond hair to let it settle over her shoulders when her secretary’s voice announced
an unexpected visitor. “General Berringer is here. Shall I show him in?”“Of course.”He had
closed the door himself before Catherine could exit the provocative folder.“The Cloitare have
found the Bound Bride. She’s in a train wreck in Alena, someplace called Eudokia. I’m told she is
presently alive but injured.”Catherine took the news with the delighted half smile of a proper
psychopath. “And I assume you have all your soldiers racing there with great haste?”“I have a jet
with eight soldiers and six Cloitare seeking clearance to enter Alena’s airspace and
land.”Catherine was correct in guessing the General hoped she knew a way to have this request
denied.“Alena?” Catherine nodded. “So, essentially a gesture of courtesy. I assume you have



already cleared this with their military and merely require Laudin to call for official
handshakes?”Berringer’s focus left Catherine’s blue eyes to stray across the carved desk, over
the glass doors of the bookcase behind her, and then up to the gold molding near the decorative
plastered ceiling. It was a hell of a lot different to his office. “I thought perhaps I would get your
advice first.”The smile on Catherine’s face widened.Berringer pointed to the coffee service on
the low table in the sitting space before Catherine’s desk. “May I?”Gesturing with an open hand,
she exuded glee, “Please.” The likes of Berringer did not come to Catherine for advice—the King
did, Laudin did, but staunch self-reliant generals did not. This unusual request had her keenly
interested. Catherine had so many questions, but to ask would imply direction, such as Does the
King know? Catherine suspected he did not.The General couldn’t sit. Delicate cup in hand, he
stood between the chairs. “This northern territory she’s in is quite poor but being developed. It
has a larger influx of people than work, which would leave most willing to do anything for money.
A very threatening place it would be,” Berringer declared.Catherine smiled and inclined her head
with agreement.“If everything goes smoothly, it will be at least eight hours before my team gets
the Cloitare on the ground.” Before drinking, he looked over the rim of the cup at the King’s
intelligence chief. “That’s a lot of time for something to go wrong.”“Wrong?” Catherine’s
amusement had settled across her face to a manageable level. “You are expecting trouble of
some particular description?”Berringer found no enjoyment in the exchange. His words were
measured and careful. “It’s a dangerous place. Some of the most unfortunate have been killed
for less than food. I thought with your people, as they are,” he could barely endure her people,
“you might have someone on the ground that could find her. To ensure security, as it
were.”Catherine sat forward and ceased to smile. “Yes.” Then pulling back, she was more
circumspect. “Perhaps. I will see what precautions I can arrange before your soldiers
arrive.”11:10 a.m.The intelligence chief was signing papers. It was a monotonous job others
disliked but Catherine Girard quite enjoyed as it allowed her to think. And wait. She was
supposed to be having lunch with her deputy chief, but that was cancelled when the Guard Dog
made contact from Alena. He was in the neighboring country trailing an Erentrude scientist that
planned to pass off secret soil reports to his Alenan handler.Catherine was not so much waiting
to hear that the reports had been wiped from the scientist’s portable drive and replaced with
another version, as to read the Guard Dog’s confirmation that the traitor would not be returning
home to the motherland.It was the sort of task the Guard Dog excelled at. He was her own
special agent, one whose existence was known only to herself, the King, Berringer, and
Laudin.The soil report was done by the King of Erentrude’s own Ministry of Science and showed
Alena’s border contained several rare elements in rich deposits of monazite ore. Neither the King
nor Laudin wanted the Alenans to know the extent of the metals. Alena was torn between those
wanting to rejoin the mother country for its wealth and opportunities, and those who would toil
away their lives mired in all the misery poverty could serve merely to call themselves free.
Catherine hated them both. But, by the King’s will, the breakaway nation would be reunited with
its motherland, and that would be easier without the Alenans knowing the promise of wealth that



lay in their boundaries.The scientist was a defector from Erentrude’s Ministry of Science, but far
from an idealist, Catherine knew he was instead a disastrous combination of bored,
disenchanted, and broke.And the Guard Dog, she mused, was going to rip his throat
out.Catherine stopped signing papers and opened a document on the widescreen that
dominated her desk. She shouldn’t have kept the message, but she had, and she read it again:
One day, kitty, I am going to leave you on the floor calling my name. My real name.She had a
whole folder of them. He was the secret she carried. Opening another, she had just pulled the
band from her blond hair to let it settle over her shoulders when her secretary’s voice announced
an unexpected visitor. “General Berringer is here. Shall I show him in?”“Of course.”He had
closed the door himself before Catherine could exit the provocative folder.“The Cloitare have
found the Bound Bride. She’s in a train wreck in Alena, someplace called Eudokia. I’m told she is
presently alive but injured.”Catherine took the news with the delighted half smile of a proper
psychopath. “And I assume you have all your soldiers racing there with great haste?”“I have a jet
with eight soldiers and six Cloitare seeking clearance to enter Alena’s airspace and
land.”Catherine was correct in guessing the General hoped she knew a way to have this request
denied.“Alena?” Catherine nodded. “So, essentially a gesture of courtesy. I assume you have
already cleared this with their military and merely require Laudin to call for official
handshakes?”Berringer’s focus left Catherine’s blue eyes to stray across the carved desk, over
the glass doors of the bookcase behind her, and then up to the gold molding near the decorative
plastered ceiling. It was a hell of a lot different to his office. “I thought perhaps I would get your
advice first.”The smile on Catherine’s face widened.Berringer pointed to the coffee service on
the low table in the sitting space before Catherine’s desk. “May I?”Gesturing with an open hand,
she exuded glee, “Please.” The likes of Berringer did not come to Catherine for advice—the King
did, Laudin did, but staunch self-reliant generals did not. This unusual request had her keenly
interested. Catherine had so many questions, but to ask would imply direction, such as Does the
King know? Catherine suspected he did not.The General couldn’t sit. Delicate cup in hand, he
stood between the chairs. “This northern territory she’s in is quite poor but being developed. It
has a larger influx of people than work, which would leave most willing to do anything for money.
A very threatening place it would be,” Berringer declared.Catherine smiled and inclined her head
with agreement.“If everything goes smoothly, it will be at least eight hours before my team gets
the Cloitare on the ground.” Before drinking, he looked over the rim of the cup at the King’s
intelligence chief. “That’s a lot of time for something to go wrong.”“Wrong?” Catherine’s
amusement had settled across her face to a manageable level. “You are expecting trouble of
some particular description?”Berringer found no enjoyment in the exchange. His words were
measured and careful. “It’s a dangerous place. Some of the most unfortunate have been killed
for less than food. I thought with your people, as they are,” he could barely endure her people,
“you might have someone on the ground that could find her. To ensure security, as it
were.”Catherine sat forward and ceased to smile. “Yes.” Then pulling back, she was more
circumspect. “Perhaps. I will see what precautions I can arrange before your soldiers



arrive.”11:30 a.m.Catherine pulled her multi-SIM phone into her lap and looked for contact from
the Guard Dog. He was silent. Their communication was secured by an encryption program they
alone shared, but even so, Catherine felt at extreme risk. She paused with a sense of trepidation
before typing: Contact me immediately with news of your success. I need you next at the train
wreck in Eudokia. You will find an injured woman. Her picture is attached. There has never been
a greater threat. Do this and I promise you anything you can name. Even me, if you still
desire.11:30 a.m.Catherine pulled her multi-SIM phone into her lap and looked for contact from
the Guard Dog. He was silent. Their communication was secured by an encryption program they
alone shared, but even so, Catherine felt at extreme risk. She paused with a sense of trepidation
before typing: Contact me immediately with news of your success. I need you next at the train
wreck in Eudokia. You will find an injured woman. Her picture is attached. There has never been
a greater threat. Do this and I promise you anything you can name. Even me, if you still desire.1
hour earlierThere were seven of them piled in the four-seat compartment. She had dropped with
the liar and the conscript across the aisle when the carriage tipped to its side. Near the bottom,
under baggage and debris, someone was wheezing, someone else was moaning. A broken arm
kinked across her chest, and across her waist, the soldier was struggling back to
consciousness.She lay in the heap aware but not moving. She silently acknowledged the threat
within her, Master Aidan, deepest respects, and then recognized the presence of the mothers
with a mental bow.As she had done nearly seven years before, she flashed brilliant obliterating
silence, a silence of the mind designed to sever the ties that bind.But one remained: Master
Aidan.In the silence that should have been void, she was held by one tether. Breath stilled, heart
slowed, in the skip between beats, she flashed annihilating silence once again.When she
returned, he remained.She snapped back to the here and now with anger, both annoyed to be
impaired and vexed to be found, but more than ever, she was intent on remaining free. Above
her, balancing his weight on the sides of two seats, the soldier met her eyes apologetically. She
followed his attention to her hip and the skinning knife buried in the flesh and bone.“Mine,” he
admitted.The half curl of her lips spoke forgiveness for the unintended. “Take it,” she said.“Maybe
—”“Take it,” she said with flat force.She had seen it repeatedly in the kinder more emotive people
of the world, when forced to confront something awful, they would go to a place that was hard
and remote, very near to the place that made them nervous of the Cloitare. The soldier was
steadfast resolved when he yanked out the blade, but then he broke. His hands shook as he
removed his shirt to press it to her hip.To console him, she said, “It didn’t hurt.”“You’re in shock.”
Then, from below, they heard another moan. “Hang on buddy,” the soldier encouraged.Thinking
she looked frail and delicate, he gently pulled her small body up to the side of the seats, but
beneath her heavy jacket, he felt dense muscles in his grip.Slumping in a tilt that threatened to
pitch her back into the pit, he stopped her fall and then laid her flat while she whispered, “I’ll just
take a moment here.”He reached into the hollow of the seats to haul the boy with the mortal
hatchet wound off the pile, then, tossing two duffel bags aside, he shifted the dead woman with
the broken arm.While he dug to the bottom, she took her phone from a pocket and sent a



message to the name tagged Enzo: I’m in the train wreck in Alena. Too hurt to help myself and
I’m in serious trouble. About to lose my freedom. Please come rescue my ass.Spinning weak
from the effort, she scrolled through her contacts hoping someone else capable was near, but
they were all farther than Enzo. She tried to concentrate on a plan of escape, but Master Aidan’s
steady presence unnerved her. He was calling to her, a soft thrum in her thoughts that held her
attention, frustrating every attempt to think clear. She needed to lose him and then put vast
space between her and Alena. She would go to Sierra, hide and recover with someone she
trusted, but as she focused her mind to act, there was an unexpected mental embrace, an
affectionate hug across the distance, and with it came the memory of Aidan’s protection.The
years on her own no longer felt free but like a long exhausting trial that seemed too grueling to
continue. Aidan was offering deep, placid comfort, showing her a place to sink with ease, to go
under into warmth. She was fighting not to yield to it, wanting to collapse with gratitude and rest
within the depths. His singular devotion pulled at her. She told herself, Just for a moment. Just to
remember what it was like to be held in safety. Slipping into careless security, she exhaled,
letting the breath tremble through her throat as an appreciative moan.A firm hand squeezed her
arm. “You with me?”Shock and alarm brought her back. Mad, stupid, ridiculous, she rebuked
herself. He was the Master of Travel and he was in her mind, influencing her will. She needed to
burn him off, to pull up such energy it would explode like a star. She could see the action she
wanted to take. She believed she could do it. But her body was slowing. Her arm was tired,
shaking to hold the phone; it had become incredibly heavy. She opened three new messages
thinking the fates that had always protected her would offer some last reprieve, but there was
nothing. Nothing she read gave her the slightest hope. All the while, Aidan was softly beckoning,
whispering Come, gently tugging with the promise of dark, serene quiet, something close to
sleep but deeper, someplace she remembered as home. She thought she would lay her mind
softly on the edge near him, but only for a moment, not long at all, just near enough to borrow his
strength while she considered what to do.Enzo replied: On my way. Are you Ok?But she did not
answer.1 hour earlierThere were seven of them piled in the four-seat compartment. She had
dropped with the liar and the conscript across the aisle when the carriage tipped to its side. Near
the bottom, under baggage and debris, someone was wheezing, someone else was moaning. A
broken arm kinked across her chest, and across her waist, the soldier was struggling back to
consciousness.She lay in the heap aware but not moving. She silently acknowledged the threat
within her, Master Aidan, deepest respects, and then recognized the presence of the mothers
with a mental bow.As she had done nearly seven years before, she flashed brilliant obliterating
silence, a silence of the mind designed to sever the ties that bind.But one remained: Master
Aidan.In the silence that should have been void, she was held by one tether. Breath stilled, heart
slowed, in the skip between beats, she flashed annihilating silence once again.When she
returned, he remained.She snapped back to the here and now with anger, both annoyed to be
impaired and vexed to be found, but more than ever, she was intent on remaining free. Above
her, balancing his weight on the sides of two seats, the soldier met her eyes apologetically. She



followed his attention to her hip and the skinning knife buried in the flesh and bone.“Mine,” he
admitted.The half curl of her lips spoke forgiveness for the unintended. “Take it,” she said.“Maybe
—”“Take it,” she said with flat force.She had seen it repeatedly in the kinder more emotive people
of the world, when forced to confront something awful, they would go to a place that was hard
and remote, very near to the place that made them nervous of the Cloitare. The soldier was
steadfast resolved when he yanked out the blade, but then he broke. His hands shook as he
removed his shirt to press it to her hip.To console him, she said, “It didn’t hurt.”“You’re in shock.”
Then, from below, they heard another moan. “Hang on buddy,” the soldier encouraged.Thinking
she looked frail and delicate, he gently pulled her small body up to the side of the seats, but
beneath her heavy jacket, he felt dense muscles in his grip.Slumping in a tilt that threatened to
pitch her back into the pit, he stopped her fall and then laid her flat while she whispered, “I’ll just
take a moment here.”He reached into the hollow of the seats to haul the boy with the mortal
hatchet wound off the pile, then, tossing two duffel bags aside, he shifted the dead woman with
the broken arm.While he dug to the bottom, she took her phone from a pocket and sent a
message to the name tagged Enzo: I’m in the train wreck in Alena. Too hurt to help myself and
I’m in serious trouble. About to lose my freedom. Please come rescue my ass.Spinning weak
from the effort, she scrolled through her contacts hoping someone else capable was near, but
they were all farther than Enzo. She tried to concentrate on a plan of escape, but Master Aidan’s
steady presence unnerved her. He was calling to her, a soft thrum in her thoughts that held her
attention, frustrating every attempt to think clear. She needed to lose him and then put vast
space between her and Alena. She would go to Sierra, hide and recover with someone she
trusted, but as she focused her mind to act, there was an unexpected mental embrace, an
affectionate hug across the distance, and with it came the memory of Aidan’s protection.The
years on her own no longer felt free but like a long exhausting trial that seemed too grueling to
continue. Aidan was offering deep, placid comfort, showing her a place to sink with ease, to go
under into warmth. She was fighting not to yield to it, wanting to collapse with gratitude and rest
within the depths. His singular devotion pulled at her. She told herself, Just for a moment. Just to
remember what it was like to be held in safety. Slipping into careless security, she exhaled,
letting the breath tremble through her throat as an appreciative moan.A firm hand squeezed her
arm. “You with me?”Shock and alarm brought her back. Mad, stupid, ridiculous, she rebuked
herself. He was the Master of Travel and he was in her mind, influencing her will. She needed to
burn him off, to pull up such energy it would explode like a star. She could see the action she
wanted to take. She believed she could do it. But her body was slowing. Her arm was tired,
shaking to hold the phone; it had become incredibly heavy. She opened three new messages
thinking the fates that had always protected her would offer some last reprieve, but there was
nothing. Nothing she read gave her the slightest hope. All the while, Aidan was softly beckoning,
whispering Come, gently tugging with the promise of dark, serene quiet, something close to
sleep but deeper, someplace she remembered as home. She thought she would lay her mind
softly on the edge near him, but only for a moment, not long at all, just near enough to borrow his



strength while she considered what to do.Enzo replied: On my way. Are you Ok?But she did not
answer.11:30 a.m.No one dared speak to him. He sat perfectly motionless, eyes closed as if in
sleep, thin lines of time tracing out from the closed lids, age that had just begun to drag at his
cheeks. The black robes of the order laid across his shoulders, his lap, his legs, completely still
across his chest and abdomen, showing no sign that he lived. Master Aidan, Master and Mentor
to the Bound Bride, Queen Mother, Mother of All, known only to the Cloitare as Mawan,
Destroyer of Time.He had once himself possessed a string of magnificent titles, but that was all
long ago, and now he was merely master and mentor to something altogether more deviant,
willful, and destructive than he intended.He was forgotten but he was still the Creator, the
Architect, the One. He would bring his life’s work into line.When she surfaced, he was there, the
same unwavering authority she had once grabbed to keep from falling. He was the only Master
of the Mind the Cloitare knew, her mentor, the guide she had trusted to save her when the
darkness threatened to overwhelm, but she had been too long gone so that when he reached for
her, she recoiled. He gently called her back, pulling her into an embrace like when she was a
child. He felt her slacken and rest, then shock and mayhem, she fought to be released, but he
hushed her still again, and then again and again.And then he held her, remembering back to the
second beginning.He was the Master and Mentor, a specter who had materialized from the
Revelations of the Prophets, elaborately decorated parchments that were revered but it seemed
not strictly believed. Edited versions of the manuscript were common throughout the Errian
continent, found in the homes of the faithful and zealously pressed on the skeptical. Few, if any,
had not known to expect him.His arrival had been promised for four centuries, exalted as the
harbinger of providence, but standing in the palace outside the Cloitare’s double doors, he found
himself unwelcome by the nuns. They felt he was many centuries too early. They suspected he
was a fraud. But he had known how to open the doors, and once admitted into the convent, he
had proved himself with devastating effect. The Cloitare had fallen cowed—angry, resentful, and
suspicious as well—but eventually subservient to the destiny they preached.His recognition as
the awaited Master and Mentor was an exciting and glorious thing for the young of the Cloitare,
but he had upset the aspirations of the mothers. The most revered among them found
themselves subordinate to both the Mentor and the Mawan. It rankled, until they saw the
continent of Erria respond.The Master and Mentor went before the people and told them what
they wanted to hear. “My presence before you means the Mother of All is among you.”From the
balcony of the Cloitare Basilica, he had addressed the plaza. “The time has come for the King of
the Clementyne Dynasty to unite with the Cloitare and accept the Bound Bride as his queen.”It
mattered not the least that Cloitare doctrines forbid electricity; he was heard without assistance
to the very corners of the square. “A new era begins when the Queen Mother gathers her
children and unites her family, and you, her sons and daughters, are destined to be the most
favored of all people.”“Hear me.” His voice demanded reverence and commanded with dread. It
held the congregants transfixed. “Hear me and know what you hear is the truth. Whatever else
may come to pass in the time which starts again now, one thing above all will remain true: the



Queen Mother will be the mother of heroes. The Mother of All will bring lasting peace.”Looking
over the assembled faithful, he knew his final words would chill. “The Cloitare are from the
people, and the future queen is a babe against the breast in your midst. I call upon the mothers
to find her.”All over Erria, people were spontaneously hushed as mothers in black robes parted
the crowds, gliding the sidewalks, their close scrutiny of infants creating fear among parents,
their conversation with toddlers bringing people to tears. A great many children were stalked
home and their families persuaded to give to the Cloitare and the future.Through the heart of
each city and into its slums, the nuns pursued the Mawan, the Destroyer, the Dark Mother of
Time. She would be devouring and deadly in her solicitous protection, but the nuns held her
secret. The Revelations of the Prophets as the world knew it did not mention her by name. To the
public she was strictly the Bound Bride, Queen Mother, Mother of All.11:30 a.m.No one dared
speak to him. He sat perfectly motionless, eyes closed as if in sleep, thin lines of time tracing out
from the closed lids, age that had just begun to drag at his cheeks. The black robes of the order
laid across his shoulders, his lap, his legs, completely still across his chest and abdomen,
showing no sign that he lived. Master Aidan, Master and Mentor to the Bound Bride, Queen
Mother, Mother of All, known only to the Cloitare as Mawan, Destroyer of Time.He had once
himself possessed a string of magnificent titles, but that was all long ago, and now he was
merely master and mentor to something altogether more deviant, willful, and destructive than he
intended.He was forgotten but he was still the Creator, the Architect, the One. He would bring his
life’s work into line.When she surfaced, he was there, the same unwavering authority she had
once grabbed to keep from falling. He was the only Master of the Mind the Cloitare knew, her
mentor, the guide she had trusted to save her when the darkness threatened to overwhelm, but
she had been too long gone so that when he reached for her, she recoiled. He gently called her
back, pulling her into an embrace like when she was a child. He felt her slacken and rest, then
shock and mayhem, she fought to be released, but he hushed her still again, and then again and
again.And then he held her, remembering back to the second beginning.He was the Master and
Mentor, a specter who had materialized from the Revelations of the Prophets, elaborately
decorated parchments that were revered but it seemed not strictly believed. Edited versions of
the manuscript were common throughout the Errian continent, found in the homes of the faithful
and zealously pressed on the skeptical. Few, if any, had not known to expect him.His arrival had
been promised for four centuries, exalted as the harbinger of providence, but standing in the
palace outside the Cloitare’s double doors, he found himself unwelcome by the nuns. They felt
he was many centuries too early. They suspected he was a fraud. But he had known how to
open the doors, and once admitted into the convent, he had proved himself with devastating
effect. The Cloitare had fallen cowed—angry, resentful, and suspicious as well—but eventually
subservient to the destiny they preached.His recognition as the awaited Master and Mentor was
an exciting and glorious thing for the young of the Cloitare, but he had upset the aspirations of
the mothers. The most revered among them found themselves subordinate to both the Mentor
and the Mawan. It rankled, until they saw the continent of Erria respond.The Master and Mentor



went before the people and told them what they wanted to hear. “My presence before you means
the Mother of All is among you.”From the balcony of the Cloitare Basilica, he had addressed the
plaza. “The time has come for the King of the Clementyne Dynasty to unite with the Cloitare and
accept the Bound Bride as his queen.”It mattered not the least that Cloitare doctrines forbid
electricity; he was heard without assistance to the very corners of the square. “A new era begins
when the Queen Mother gathers her children and unites her family, and you, her sons and
daughters, are destined to be the most favored of all people.”“Hear me.” His voice demanded
reverence and commanded with dread. It held the congregants transfixed. “Hear me and know
what you hear is the truth. Whatever else may come to pass in the time which starts again now,
one thing above all will remain true: the Queen Mother will be the mother of heroes. The Mother
of All will bring lasting peace.”Looking over the assembled faithful, he knew his final words would
chill. “The Cloitare are from the people, and the future queen is a babe against the breast in your
midst. I call upon the mothers to find her.”All over Erria, people were spontaneously hushed as
mothers in black robes parted the crowds, gliding the sidewalks, their close scrutiny of infants
creating fear among parents, their conversation with toddlers bringing people to tears. A great
many children were stalked home and their families persuaded to give to the Cloitare and the
future.Through the heart of each city and into its slums, the nuns pursued the Mawan, the
Destroyer, the Dark Mother of Time. She would be devouring and deadly in her solicitous
protection, but the nuns held her secret. The Revelations of the Prophets as the world knew it
did not mention her by name. To the public she was strictly the Bound Bride, Queen Mother,
Mother of All.18 years earlierThe time to start again, to correct the excesses grown from the
past, to raze the ground for the future had become obvious, but Master Aidan had set it himself
and for little more reason than he found the present king suitable, the world abhorrent, and
himself dangerously indifferent. He did not believe an infant was born that heralded his coming.
He was seeking a vessel he could fill. He was the Creator, the first to be prophesied, he did not
need a genuine destroyer: he would make one. The mothers need simply find him a suitable
child.Years passed.King Remius left his teens and entered his early twenties. Nevertheless,
every child brought before Aidan failed to stir within him the slightest interest. He was torn. He
knew he would make the Mawan, but he also desired some engagement, some hint of
significance to be in the child’s eyes. He began to despair that disappointment would attend his
every creation. It was unreasonable, yet he longed to be surprised.Aidan sincerely did not
believe surprise was possible, so he viewed the two quarrelling mothers with skepticism.“She is
near the old railroad houses,” Mother Isabelle told him. “I am certain of it, but I cannot find
her.”“Because there is nothing to find.” Mother Vesna bit each patronizing word.“Yes, exactly.”
Isabelle was curt, and then with respect to Aidan, “It is nothing that I find.”Vesna threw the first
insult, “Your sight lacks the power to penetrate.”And Isabelle returned, “You are blinded by the
dark.”Aidan impassively watched the pupils in each of the mother’s eyes flare wide. If they had
been a decade older than thirty, it might not have happened, but they still held the passion of
youth. He expected a rush of blood to color their cheeks, but before their skin could warm, both



regained control.They were in the windowless rooms of the convent’s ground floor where the oil
lamps gave scant light, but even so, the mothers’ eyes were constricted as if in full sun.Isabelle
turned solid orbs of blue on Aidan, saying, “I beg you to go and see for yourself,” while Vesna
spoke over her, insisting, “This is a matter for the mothers to resolve.”But Isabelle carried on.
“The shade begins just beyond the downtown business district, near the boarded up ruins of the
inner city. Look for the shadow that shifts like smoke. You will notice it has settled darkest among
the rotting houses by the old rails.”“It is the cloud of anodyne, a concentration of addicts,” Vesna
informed them both.“It is not the dreams of the somnolent,” Isabelle stated. “It is a void, and
within it is black silence.”The words shivered down Aidan’s spine. It had been so very long since
he had been moved, he did nothing to conceal the effect. Instead, he silently repeated Isabelle’s
words to feel the sensation again. A void. Black silence.Vesna studied him for understanding,
but she had not yet fully accepted his eyes would tell her nothing. His pupils constricted and
dilated according to the light, and his breath changed when he willed it, and, unlike the mothers,
the two functions were not dependent on the other. From his arrival, his expression barely rose
above apathy. Even before the crowds of the Basilica, he seldom displayed more than cool
tolerance, but now the muscles in his face tightened to show interest.Isabelle stepped back from
the unfamiliar smile.But Vesna was more concerned to see his attention fade into the distance.
Her deference was forced and her offer circumspect, “Lest the future Queen Mother’s parentage
be assumed, we cannot ask you to attend this matter. I will take it upon myself to look again into
this darkness.” And then, when he remained silent, she added, “It is certainly the result of a new
street drug.”Aidan’s voice was low and remote, “It has been many years since I last walked in the
night, and I prefer to walk alone.”~~~~~~In the places Aidan cast his mental sights, darkness
receded. The shadows evident to the mothers were hidden to him, but Isabelle had also spoken
of a void of black silence, and it was this he sought. He entered the slums after midnight, walking
the buckled sidewalks before the rail houses, listening to the chaotic turmoil of untamed
thoughts clamoring in the ether. It sounded much the same in the wealthiest districts, but the
uncontrolled chattering of the repetitive mind was denser here and it stayed awake later.In some
locations it was more frantic, hurtling along under artificial speed, until the breeze brought to him
the sweet chemical burn of narcotics, and then the pace slackened, becoming almost quiet,
almost comfortable. He passed one dilapidated structure after another, searching for the
promised void, undeceived by the sleepers and the dreamers, the stupefied and the
stoned.What he had come for was silence, and the stillness from one house pulled against the
edges of the others. He found the neighbors taking shelter at the furthest sides of their homes,
unaware of what caused their discomfort, except their walls were too near the place that felt
haunted.It did not lack for light though. Of all the houses on the street, this one was unnaturally
bright. In every window, bare bulbs could be seen through the thin sheets used as curtains, but
beneath the electric glow was a darkness he could not see within.Aidan stood before the strip of
lawn lost to the weeds and stared into the void with painful wonder. He was the Creator, the
Architect, the One, and somehow he had been given a gift, something unexpected. More than



anything, he wanted to test his mastery. He wanted to be taxed, to feel the stress of potential
defeat, to be engaged and enthralled, to be challenged and matched, and ahead was a
darkness his mind could not penetrate.The emptiness pulled him forward until he was standing
on the paint-peeled porch, filled with hope and expectation.He wanted to draw the whole of the
night into himself, to be aware of every detail. The moisture in the air, the smell of decayed wood,
the faint scent of perfume, he needed to breathe in everything while taking in the surrounding
sounds. He heard dogs barking and a chain link fence rattle as someone bolted over it, and then
farther away came to him the steady beat of bass from a parked car.He gazed over the ruined
neighborhood without judgment. It was what it was, and for the moment, it was
marvelous.Turning back to the house, he found the door closed, the lock weak in rotten wood.
He listened to the music from inside and broke through the resistance when it was at its
loudest.From the open door, he saw the child sleeping on the couch, undisturbed by the blaring
symphony, the glare of three electric bulbs, and the noise he had made. He stood attentive at the
threshold, smelling the heavy use of someone smoking speed, and then, from an adjoining
room, he heard the synthesized beat of techno trance being turned low while someone listened
for another disturbance.Mind free of body, he pushed through the house and found only the girl
and her mother.With the flick of a lighter, he heard the pull of air sucked through a pipe and then
the volume was returned to deafening.The mother did not hear him walking down the short hall
or moving through her bedroom door. Her head was bent over the dresser, crushing an anodyne
tablet into dust, when Aidan dropped one hand over her head forcing it into her chest and
wrapped the other around both her arms to swing her away from the mirror. With the perfect
pitch of influence, he commanded her “Down,” and she slumped to the floor. Then he rumbled,
“Sleep,” and released her.Rolling her onto her back, he examined her.Just a teenager, but with
deep gaunt cheeks and red swollen eyes. Her frame was small and delicate, appearing frail from
years of use. Her hair was a dull black over anemic skin. Aidan cast his eyes over the room.
Stockings, garters, and bras were kicked across the floor. Long links of packaged condoms
hung over the bedside drawers. She was likely a prostitute, the child’s father irrelevant if even
known. It didn’t matter; he had seen worse.Back in the living room, he sat on the edge of the
coffee table and studied the child. She was barely five years if not malnourished. Her mother’s
black hair shone in loose curls against pale skin. Her head rested lightly on the arm of the couch
making her image soft with the same innocence seen in all sleeping children. Aidan leaned
closer as though something might reveal itself, but there was nothing about the child’s
appearance that suggested she was responsible for the darkness.He touched her lightly on the
foot so that her eyes opened and she sat upright to meet his gaze.And there was the blackness.
He stared at the blue eyes lost to pupils far too large for the bare bulbs above, feeling a powerful
force rip at the edges of his mind, tearing apart the light that defined him.Marveling at the
sensation, he stared full into the destruction and silently recited, From the Void the Creator is
made and to the Void will he return.The merest hint of a smile pulled her lips upward, an
expression that made her seem warmly familiar. With an unhurried curiosity, she examined him.



She explored his face, lingering on the scar that split his dark brow in two, and squinted to find
the nearly invisible line that once marred his broad cheek bone. Reaching for his hand, she ran
her fingers under the heavy sleeves of his robe to trace the hidden scars on his wrists, and with
the same certainty, she sat forward to pull the collar from his neck and expose the mark the rope
had left there as well. She winced with pain and anger.Taking his hand again, she flipped it from
the light color of his palm to the darker skin on the back, neither as light as an Errian nor as dark
as the foreigners who had swept fast and fleeting across the continent five centuries before. Tall,
broad, and strong, he was foreign, but his features were sharply defined like a native. She took in
the whole of him and then returned her focus to his eyes. She was trying to read something
there, or tell him something, or—Aidan felt her push—connect.If he opened to her, she would
stumble headlong and panic. He left her searching.With great sadness, she said, “It begins.”And
after a time, he replied, “So it does.”~~~~~~“My mother?”“Sleeping.”She studied him with doubt
before exhaling a warning that he would be sorry if she found the facts different. She pushed off
the couch and disappeared into her mother’s room. He heard the girl pulling pillows and a
blanket off the bed to arrange her mother’s comfort.When she came back to the couch, her
appearance was somber.Aidan held her attention firm and said, “I will never lie to you.”“You
mean you will never lie to me if I am who you think I am.”“I will only ever say what I mean.”“I have
not agreed to be the person you seek.”“You believe yourself to have a choice?”“That is the one
question that troubles me more than any.”“If you are not who I have come to find, then who are
you?”“There is the problem,” she admitted. Crawling back onto the couch, she held her hand up
for him to wait. She was thinking how to tell him. What to tell him.He watched as she repeatedly
formulated then refused explanations. She would draw in a breath, meet his eyes, then frown,
shake her head, hold her hand up for more time and start again. Finally, irritated with herself, she
blurted out, “I remember. I remember everything.”Her whole demeanor sagged as though the
confession had been too much.Intent on hearing the truth, he spoke with his true voice, the voice
of influence, the voice of the Architect. He asked, “Do you know who I am?”She gawked at him in
open shock and then laughed. Rocking forward, eyes open wide, she held herself and laughed
in hysterics. It bordered on derisive.Aidan was fascinated. He let the fury of her outburst peak
and then settle. As quickly as she entered the mania, she emerged gravely ominous to answer,
“You are everything. You are my maker and my undoing. You are my savior and my death. You
are the one that has been with me since the beginning and you will be with me ever after. You
are the only one that can save me and you are the one who is going to make me forget. More
than know you, I remember you.”A chill rose on his neck and shivered down his spine, making
his muscles tremble to release the effect. He’d been moved. He’d been asleep for longer than he
knew, but now he was fully in possession of his consciousness. She did not balk when he
brought it to bear on her either.“What do you remember?”“Everything.”Again he felt the chill.
Mind free of body, he moved through the distance looking for her. Going back, into the past, he
searched for her memory. He found scraps like dreams of a forming mind, but little to explain the
foreboding in her words. She held his gaze unafraid. He pushed deeper.Back, back through the



confusion, through the mind that tried to grab hold of memories that laid disjointed and
grotesque over the present: the child that struck out with the practiced blade of repetition, the
toddler that fell to her knees but remembered a kick that broke bone, the infant that screamed for
retribution.The mind was in warfare, railing against past grievances too old for the body to
conceive.Aidan pushed through the distress, further into the past, into the black until thunder
rent the darkness and then he was himself. Order over chaos. He was himself but undeceived,
bitter, wishing he had done different. At the end of his life, he—the Creator, the Architect, the One
—had sat down to make one last perfect thing for himself. He had gone into the black to forge,
giving everything to be free of himself. In his death, she was made.He groaned at the
monstrosity of his deed. She would remember everything from the first moment he became
aware.She said, “You must make me forget.”It had taken years, but she had forgotten. He had
held her in the present, whispering here and now, here and now, until she lost her way to the
past. Now he held her in the distance, remembering her as a child, holding her safe for the long
hours it would take to reach her.He had asked her that night so long ago, “What is your
name?”And she had replied, “What would you like?”He had known from the beginning what he
would rename her.18 years earlierThe time to start again, to correct the excesses grown from
the past, to raze the ground for the future had become obvious, but Master Aidan had set it
himself and for little more reason than he found the present king suitable, the world abhorrent,
and himself dangerously indifferent. He did not believe an infant was born that heralded his
coming. He was seeking a vessel he could fill. He was the Creator, the first to be prophesied, he
did not need a genuine destroyer: he would make one. The mothers need simply find him a
suitable child.Years passed.King Remius left his teens and entered his early twenties.
Nevertheless, every child brought before Aidan failed to stir within him the slightest interest. He
was torn. He knew he would make the Mawan, but he also desired some engagement, some
hint of significance to be in the child’s eyes. He began to despair that disappointment would
attend his every creation. It was unreasonable, yet he longed to be surprised.Aidan sincerely did
not believe surprise was possible, so he viewed the two quarrelling mothers with
skepticism.“She is near the old railroad houses,” Mother Isabelle told him. “I am certain of it, but I
cannot find her.”“Because there is nothing to find.” Mother Vesna bit each patronizing word.“Yes,
exactly.” Isabelle was curt, and then with respect to Aidan, “It is nothing that I find.”Vesna threw
the first insult, “Your sight lacks the power to penetrate.”And Isabelle returned, “You are blinded
by the dark.”Aidan impassively watched the pupils in each of the mother’s eyes flare wide. If they
had been a decade older than thirty, it might not have happened, but they still held the passion
of youth. He expected a rush of blood to color their cheeks, but before their skin could warm,
both regained control.They were in the windowless rooms of the convent’s ground floor where
the oil lamps gave scant light, but even so, the mothers’ eyes were constricted as if in full
sun.Isabelle turned solid orbs of blue on Aidan, saying, “I beg you to go and see for yourself,”
while Vesna spoke over her, insisting, “This is a matter for the mothers to resolve.”But Isabelle
carried on. “The shade begins just beyond the downtown business district, near the boarded up



ruins of the inner city. Look for the shadow that shifts like smoke. You will notice it has settled
darkest among the rotting houses by the old rails.”“It is the cloud of anodyne, a concentration of
addicts,” Vesna informed them both.“It is not the dreams of the somnolent,” Isabelle stated. “It is
a void, and within it is black silence.”The words shivered down Aidan’s spine. It had been so very
long since he had been moved, he did nothing to conceal the effect. Instead, he silently
repeated Isabelle’s words to feel the sensation again. A void. Black silence.Vesna studied him
for understanding, but she had not yet fully accepted his eyes would tell her nothing. His pupils
constricted and dilated according to the light, and his breath changed when he willed it, and,
unlike the mothers, the two functions were not dependent on the other. From his arrival, his
expression barely rose above apathy. Even before the crowds of the Basilica, he seldom
displayed more than cool tolerance, but now the muscles in his face tightened to show
interest.Isabelle stepped back from the unfamiliar smile.But Vesna was more concerned to see
his attention fade into the distance. Her deference was forced and her offer circumspect, “Lest
the future Queen Mother’s parentage be assumed, we cannot ask you to attend this matter. I will
take it upon myself to look again into this darkness.” And then, when he remained silent, she
added, “It is certainly the result of a new street drug.”Aidan’s voice was low and remote, “It has
been many years since I last walked in the night, and I prefer to walk alone.”~~~~~~In the places
Aidan cast his mental sights, darkness receded. The shadows evident to the mothers were
hidden to him, but Isabelle had also spoken of a void of black silence, and it was this he sought.
He entered the slums after midnight, walking the buckled sidewalks before the rail houses,
listening to the chaotic turmoil of untamed thoughts clamoring in the ether. It sounded much the
same in the wealthiest districts, but the uncontrolled chattering of the repetitive mind was denser
here and it stayed awake later.In some locations it was more frantic, hurtling along under artificial
speed, until the breeze brought to him the sweet chemical burn of narcotics, and then the pace
slackened, becoming almost quiet, almost comfortable. He passed one dilapidated structure
after another, searching for the promised void, undeceived by the sleepers and the dreamers,
the stupefied and the stoned.What he had come for was silence, and the stillness from one
house pulled against the edges of the others. He found the neighbors taking shelter at the
furthest sides of their homes, unaware of what caused their discomfort, except their walls were
too near the place that felt haunted.It did not lack for light though. Of all the houses on the street,
this one was unnaturally bright. In every window, bare bulbs could be seen through the thin
sheets used as curtains, but beneath the electric glow was a darkness he could not see
within.Aidan stood before the strip of lawn lost to the weeds and stared into the void with painful
wonder. He was the Creator, the Architect, the One, and somehow he had been given a gift,
something unexpected. More than anything, he wanted to test his mastery. He wanted to be
taxed, to feel the stress of potential defeat, to be engaged and enthralled, to be challenged and
matched, and ahead was a darkness his mind could not penetrate.The emptiness pulled him
forward until he was standing on the paint-peeled porch, filled with hope and expectation.He
wanted to draw the whole of the night into himself, to be aware of every detail. The moisture in



the air, the smell of decayed wood, the faint scent of perfume, he needed to breathe in
everything while taking in the surrounding sounds. He heard dogs barking and a chain link fence
rattle as someone bolted over it, and then farther away came to him the steady beat of bass from
a parked car.He gazed over the ruined neighborhood without judgment. It was what it was, and
for the moment, it was marvelous.Turning back to the house, he found the door closed, the lock
weak in rotten wood. He listened to the music from inside and broke through the resistance
when it was at its loudest.From the open door, he saw the child sleeping on the couch,
undisturbed by the blaring symphony, the glare of three electric bulbs, and the noise he had
made. He stood attentive at the threshold, smelling the heavy use of someone smoking speed,
and then, from an adjoining room, he heard the synthesized beat of techno trance being turned
low while someone listened for another disturbance.Mind free of body, he pushed through the
house and found only the girl and her mother.With the flick of a lighter, he heard the pull of air
sucked through a pipe and then the volume was returned to deafening.The mother did not hear
him walking down the short hall or moving through her bedroom door. Her head was bent over
the dresser, crushing an anodyne tablet into dust, when Aidan dropped one hand over her head
forcing it into her chest and wrapped the other around both her arms to swing her away from the
mirror. With the perfect pitch of influence, he commanded her “Down,” and she slumped to the
floor. Then he rumbled, “Sleep,” and released her.Rolling her onto her back, he examined
her.Just a teenager, but with deep gaunt cheeks and red swollen eyes. Her frame was small and
delicate, appearing frail from years of use. Her hair was a dull black over anemic skin. Aidan cast
his eyes over the room. Stockings, garters, and bras were kicked across the floor. Long links of
packaged condoms hung over the bedside drawers. She was likely a prostitute, the child’s father
irrelevant if even known. It didn’t matter; he had seen worse.Back in the living room, he sat on
the edge of the coffee table and studied the child. She was barely five years if not malnourished.
Her mother’s black hair shone in loose curls against pale skin. Her head rested lightly on the arm
of the couch making her image soft with the same innocence seen in all sleeping children. Aidan
leaned closer as though something might reveal itself, but there was nothing about the child’s
appearance that suggested she was responsible for the darkness.He touched her lightly on the
foot so that her eyes opened and she sat upright to meet his gaze.And there was the blackness.
He stared at the blue eyes lost to pupils far too large for the bare bulbs above, feeling a powerful
force rip at the edges of his mind, tearing apart the light that defined him.Marveling at the
sensation, he stared full into the destruction and silently recited, From the Void the Creator is
made and to the Void will he return.The merest hint of a smile pulled her lips upward, an
expression that made her seem warmly familiar. With an unhurried curiosity, she examined him.
She explored his face, lingering on the scar that split his dark brow in two, and squinted to find
the nearly invisible line that once marred his broad cheek bone. Reaching for his hand, she ran
her fingers under the heavy sleeves of his robe to trace the hidden scars on his wrists, and with
the same certainty, she sat forward to pull the collar from his neck and expose the mark the rope
had left there as well. She winced with pain and anger.Taking his hand again, she flipped it from



the light color of his palm to the darker skin on the back, neither as light as an Errian nor as dark
as the foreigners who had swept fast and fleeting across the continent five centuries before. Tall,
broad, and strong, he was foreign, but his features were sharply defined like a native. She took in
the whole of him and then returned her focus to his eyes. She was trying to read something
there, or tell him something, or—Aidan felt her push—connect.If he opened to her, she would
stumble headlong and panic. He left her searching.With great sadness, she said, “It begins.”And
after a time, he replied, “So it does.”~~~~~~“My mother?”“Sleeping.”She studied him with doubt
before exhaling a warning that he would be sorry if she found the facts different. She pushed off
the couch and disappeared into her mother’s room. He heard the girl pulling pillows and a
blanket off the bed to arrange her mother’s comfort.When she came back to the couch, her
appearance was somber.Aidan held her attention firm and said, “I will never lie to you.”“You
mean you will never lie to me if I am who you think I am.”“I will only ever say what I mean.”“I have
not agreed to be the person you seek.”“You believe yourself to have a choice?”“That is the one
question that troubles me more than any.”“If you are not who I have come to find, then who are
you?”“There is the problem,” she admitted. Crawling back onto the couch, she held her hand up
for him to wait. She was thinking how to tell him. What to tell him.He watched as she repeatedly
formulated then refused explanations. She would draw in a breath, meet his eyes, then frown,
shake her head, hold her hand up for more time and start again. Finally, irritated with herself, she
blurted out, “I remember. I remember everything.”Her whole demeanor sagged as though the
confession had been too much.Intent on hearing the truth, he spoke with his true voice, the voice
of influence, the voice of the Architect. He asked, “Do you know who I am?”She gawked at him in
open shock and then laughed. Rocking forward, eyes open wide, she held herself and laughed
in hysterics. It bordered on derisive.Aidan was fascinated. He let the fury of her outburst peak
and then settle. As quickly as she entered the mania, she emerged gravely ominous to answer,
“You are everything. You are my maker and my undoing. You are my savior and my death. You
are the one that has been with me since the beginning and you will be with me ever after. You
are the only one that can save me and you are the one who is going to make me forget. More
than know you, I remember you.”A chill rose on his neck and shivered down his spine, making
his muscles tremble to release the effect. He’d been moved. He’d been asleep for longer than he
knew, but now he was fully in possession of his consciousness. She did not balk when he
brought it to bear on her either.“What do you remember?”“Everything.”Again he felt the chill.
Mind free of body, he moved through the distance looking for her. Going back, into the past, he
searched for her memory. He found scraps like dreams of a forming mind, but little to explain the
foreboding in her words. She held his gaze unafraid. He pushed deeper.Back, back through the
confusion, through the mind that tried to grab hold of memories that laid disjointed and
grotesque over the present: the child that struck out with the practiced blade of repetition, the
toddler that fell to her knees but remembered a kick that broke bone, the infant that screamed for
retribution.The mind was in warfare, railing against past grievances too old for the body to
conceive.Aidan pushed through the distress, further into the past, into the black until thunder



rent the darkness and then he was himself. Order over chaos. He was himself but undeceived,
bitter, wishing he had done different. At the end of his life, he—the Creator, the Architect, the One
—had sat down to make one last perfect thing for himself. He had gone into the black to forge,
giving everything to be free of himself. In his death, she was made.He groaned at the
monstrosity of his deed. She would remember everything from the first moment he became
aware.She said, “You must make me forget.”It had taken years, but she had forgotten. He had
held her in the present, whispering here and now, here and now, until she lost her way to the
past. Now he held her in the distance, remembering her as a child, holding her safe for the long
hours it would take to reach her.He had asked her that night so long ago, “What is your
name?”And she had replied, “What would you like?”He had known from the beginning what he
would rename her.12:00 p.m.Sable needed to die. The opportunity to free the kingdom, without
obvious culpability, from the obligation that had threatened it for generations was plunging fast
into history. Catherine’s Guard Dog was silent. She did not control him, and it was too frequent
he reminded her of this detail in their arrangement. He would neither meet her nor reveal himself.
He would no longer work any job he considered too trivial for his skills. He would accept, decline,
or change her instructions at will. He could not be shadowed, filmed, or photographed, and he
would not tolerate fallback agents ready to step in should he fail.Early in their unconventional
relationship, she had tried to trap him with the offer of an unattainable mission. She pulled it off
the top of her head, a wish, if one could be granted, for the impossible.She wanted access to the
internal communications of Alena’s Intelligence Department. It would mean getting into the cellar
of the Helena headquarters and direct wiring a relay box. It was absurdly farcical.He had written
back: You doubt my skills, kitty? I will bring you cream.If he was sincerely foolish enough to try,
she would take him down before he was captured by the Alenans. Commencing at the sewers
and closing on the roof, she had agents in the area armed with the full gambit. From bullets to
tranquilizers, thermal cameras to biometric readers, there would not be a creature of any
significance that would enter the Alenan Intelligence Department without being marked. Her
agents would either capture or kill him. After two years of ambiguity, she was past caring
which.She would harass him with single demands, “Update?” or “Well?”, but he remained silent
for weeks. She wondered whether he would vanish entirely. Then, in the sixth week, she
received the message on her phone: Open the attachment and install the program.The folder
was named Bitten, and once started, it began blasting documents across her screen.He wrote:
Now, because I can’t trust you, I take it away.And he had. The connection to the source was
lost.Then: Do not bother to ask for it again.Months of curt denials later, he resumed
communication: You may come to me with legitimate threats that affect the King. You may not
test our agreement again, or I will kill you for the impertinence.One of the agreements was not to
organize replacement agents to fulfill his accepted contracts. Catherine had never been so
agitated. She could not waste more than an hour waiting for him to signal his assent. She
watched the minutes vanish.She typed to the team already in route: Go.As yet, the runaway
bride had not even been located.12:00 p.m.Sable needed to die. The opportunity to free the



kingdom, without obvious culpability, from the obligation that had threatened it for generations
was plunging fast into history. Catherine’s Guard Dog was silent. She did not control him, and it
was too frequent he reminded her of this detail in their arrangement. He would neither meet her
nor reveal himself. He would no longer work any job he considered too trivial for his skills. He
would accept, decline, or change her instructions at will. He could not be shadowed, filmed, or
photographed, and he would not tolerate fallback agents ready to step in should he fail.Early in
their unconventional relationship, she had tried to trap him with the offer of an unattainable
mission. She pulled it off the top of her head, a wish, if one could be granted, for the
impossible.She wanted access to the internal communications of Alena’s Intelligence
Department. It would mean getting into the cellar of the Helena headquarters and direct wiring a
relay box. It was absurdly farcical.He had written back: You doubt my skills, kitty? I will bring you
cream.If he was sincerely foolish enough to try, she would take him down before he was
captured by the Alenans. Commencing at the sewers and closing on the roof, she had agents in
the area armed with the full gambit. From bullets to tranquilizers, thermal cameras to biometric
readers, there would not be a creature of any significance that would enter the Alenan
Intelligence Department without being marked. Her agents would either capture or kill him. After
two years of ambiguity, she was past caring which.She would harass him with single demands,
“Update?” or “Well?”, but he remained silent for weeks. She wondered whether he would vanish
entirely. Then, in the sixth week, she received the message on her phone: Open the attachment
and install the program.The folder was named Bitten, and once started, it began blasting
documents across her screen.He wrote: Now, because I can’t trust you, I take it away.And he
had. The connection to the source was lost.Then: Do not bother to ask for it again.Months of curt
denials later, he resumed communication: You may come to me with legitimate threats that affect
the King. You may not test our agreement again, or I will kill you for the impertinence.One of the
agreements was not to organize replacement agents to fulfill his accepted contracts. Catherine
had never been so agitated. She could not waste more than an hour waiting for him to signal his
assent. She watched the minutes vanish.She typed to the team already in route: Go.As yet, the
runaway bride had not even been located.12:30 p.m.King Remius Clement had taken the news
without remark. He stood in the salt flats where the General found him, his attention fixed to the
tablet in his hand, scanning the lithium report with the same serious face he presented to almost
every occasion.Berringer suspected, but he could never be sure with the man, that Remy was
not actually reading. He believed Remy was instead searching for an appropriate reaction.
Berringer understood those responses were limited. He knew Remy to have essentially two:
seriously angry and benevolently serious, at all other times he was simply serious. His attempts
to be jocular were so disastrous only Berringer could genuinely laugh, and then Remy would
smile at the failure, but such occasions were rare.The two had been friends since they were
sixteen, when Remy was a prince and they had served together in the King’s Army. Even then he
had held himself in reserve, too dignified to run for cover—at least that was the young soldier’s
assessment at the time—so that Berringer felt forced to tackle him into a trench. Just slightly



smaller than Berringer, and without the same training, Remy had gone down easily and rolled
over blinking dirt out of his eyes. With a mouth set firm in sharp features, he looked ready to be
severe but was surprisingly indulgent, saying only, “Never cared much for long dialogue
either.”As the young Remy seemed determined to treat artillery in a casual manner, and every
other soldier was too apprehensive to throw the future king in the mud, Berringer had been
tasked with keeping him alive. Over the years, the scale of things had become significantly
larger, but he’d essentially been doing much the same job ever since.No one knew the King
better, but Berringer could not guess what Remy was thinking. He waved away the approaching
workers and stood silently waiting for a reply.And Remy stared at the lithium report, struggling
not to allow a particular emotion to gain enough strength to surface. It had been twenty-two
years since the appearance of the Master and Mentor, and Remy had spent most of them
learning what it was to truly hate another. In the first year of Aidan’s arrival, the Cloitare had
forced his father to abdicate, driving his family out of the capital and into the country. Not yet
satisfied showing their dominance over the Clementyne Dynasty, the clergy had then scattered
his father’s advisors into retirement abroad.He had been twenty when he was crowned King of
Erentrude. In his first years, he saw nearly every government on the world’s third largest
continent, the emerging warring Erria, ripped apart as the fervent rioted against the skeptics, the
atheists, and the heretics. To keep his head, he had been forced to his knees in the Cloitare
Basilica and made to accept the title of the Chosen King, agreeing to pay the dynasty’s debt to
the nuns.The first years had been the worst. He remembers holding a blade to his own throat,
taking himself hostage, to prevent the Cloitare from forcing on him their Ministry of Clergy and
the laws they had written to be sanctioned in his name. At the time, virtually unknown to the
people and untried with the military, his life was the only thing of value he had to bargain with.He
had made his own small council, each of them known to him from when he’d served in his
father’s army. All of them faithless. The Ministry of Clergy had refused at first to recognize them.
In retrospect, Remy was certain it was their blind, youthful optimism and ignorance of the
impossible task before them that swayed public, diplomatic, and military opinion. And of course
money. The last century of Clements had a tenacious hold on property and industry, particularly
the refinement of lithium to store the world’s power. He and his three advisors had agreed to
gamble large and play with the highest stakes to gain enough influence to rule without constant
Cloitare interference. They had been reckless with the newly minted coin, but a simple
observation made by Berringer had set their path. When first they gathered, the future general
had said, “We will win nothing if we allow ourselves to be led about by the enemy.”And by a tight
leash the nuns had yanked him around those first years. When the Cloitare presented the newly
discovered Queen Mother, his Bound Bride, to the masses that filled the capital, he had no
choice but to go down on his knees before them too while his advisors looked on in unified rage,
not yet strong enough in their positions to defy the Cloitare. In the eighteen years since, they had
all become masters of their designated crafts, but Remy had also witnessed the clergy twist the
people into an aggressive fanaticism, praying for his marriage to a girl he suspected, against the



emphatic opposition of his advisors, was not in collusion with the nuns.~~~~~~Remy had
summoned the memory constantly in the months after he learned of her disappearance. It had
happened during the weekly meal Sable shared with him and his table. When the mother that
accompanied Sable had her attention drawn away, Sable had tapped his foot with hers and then
given him such a look of desperate warning, he had continued to stare at her openly even after
the mother had spotted the insurrection.He had held her back after the meal, had demanded the
mother leave, threatening with escalating anger until he had frightened the mother and everyone
else from the room.Once alone, Sable must have thought he could not hold the mother off for
long because she asked quickly and directly, “How was your grandfather killed?”It was so
quintessentially Cloitare, so utterly without tact, Remy should not have been surprised, yet he
was. Dispelling the fury required to force the mother to depart, his answer was blunt, “He was
slain by his confidant and guard.”“Why?”“The man obviously went mad.”Sable considered it.
Without guile or judgment, she asked, “Do you believe this?”The infamous act had happened
when his father was thirteen. Callias Clement’s master strategist, guard, and dearest friend had
cut him down in his private rooms. The reason was never clear. Two Cloitare mothers and a
sister had watched it happen, but such was the speed and skill of Orson Feridon, they could do
nothing to prevent it. Alerted by the hysterical screaming of the sister, the guards had charged
the room. Still clasping the knife used to kill the king, the guards found Feridon heaving sick on
the floor and two mothers shielding the eyes of the terrified sister, whispering words to settle her
distress. None of this could be disputed.Feridon had not fought apprehension, but because of
his mastery in combat, he was taken into custody with an electronic compliance shackle on his
wrist. If he fought, the guards could drop him to the floor in writhing agony, rendering him
harmless.Feridon had been taken to the city prison while word of the king’s death spread rapidly
around the capital. Then, when the mob descended to tear the traitor apart, he escaped.Orson
Feridon had never been caught. His motive remained unknown. But the prison surveillance
video of his frenzied self-mutilation to free himself of the shackle went some ways to verifying his
madness.The mothers swore he had turned without warning, and such was the violence of the
attack, the witnessing sister had gone out of her head. Remy did not doubt that either. He had
seen footage of the nun wailing loud and inconsolable before the King’s Council. She was never
able to answer a single question, possibly never understood anything that was asked, and then
weeks later, she too was dead. The Cloitare said it was grief.Erria was rife with conspiracy
theories when the Ministry of Clergy stepped in as the Council of Regents, functioning as the
governing body until his father reached an acceptable age to take power. Remy never thought
his father had completely thrown off their influence. There was a subdued, compliant manner
about his father toward the Cloitare that Remy despised and had sworn never to emulate.At
question was whether Remy believed the story of the master strategist’s sudden madness.
Ultimately, Remy was undecided. He had never been given a credible reason not to believe. And
while Berringer voiced nonspecific suspicions about the role of the clergy in Callias’s death,
Remy accepted very little without evidence.How, Remy always asked his master strategist to



imagine, could three nuns kill him with Berringer in the room? The question would make Remy
smile and his friend dismiss the idea. Now, Sister Sable, dressed in the Cloitare robes, was
questioning him in much the same way.He said to her, “I will accept what the facts offer.” And
then questioned, “Why are you asking?”“I ask because the facts are …”He could not imagine
why she paused. Her eyes were pale orbs of cold blue, showing neither emotion nor motive nor
pupils. The Cloitare Stare was unsettling enough on its own, but the topic made her positively
morbid. He expected the long pause to lead to a revelation, but instead, she simply confirmed,
“... the facts are Feridon killed him. But why?”Remy stopped himself from saying the word that
came to mind and stared at her with controlled impatience.“You were going to answer madness
again. Do you know the cause of it?”Sable waited for an answer until Remy warned, “I will not be
baited. Continue.”“Was he always mad? I’ve read he was a respected military strategist. I’ve also
read he was loved by the army. And I’ve heard soldiers don’t love mad generals.”Remy realized
this was the most he had ever heard her say, and it was thoroughly patronizing.She looked to the
floor. “I do not mean to be condescending. There are satisfactory answers to all questions, but to
find these, I need help.”He had a dozen questions, but first, “Why are you looking?”She met his
gaze to tell him, “I believe the order means you harm.”Blessed hell. Such extreme words, yet the
cold Stare of the Cloitare denied any concern. Remy could not conceal his
dismay.Misinterpreting, she responded, “I have no proof to offer. The mothers have become
distrustful and prevent me from learning.”He did nothing to mask his growing confusion. “What
are you trying to learn?”“It is important that I know what the prophets first called me. The realm
should hold its own handwritten copy of the revelations. I must ask you to find for me the dates
each of my titles appeared in writing and tell me what was written.”Taking her by the arm, he tried
to bring the conversation under control by guiding her into a chair. “Tell me what has
happened.”But she stiffened against the intended direction. “It has become obvious to me the
Cloitare are evil. By extension, their designs are evil.”The declaration from the face of someone
so young made her appear harsh, and had he believed in anything preternatural, he would think
her colorless eyes demonic. He studied her, searching for any signs of empathy or
emotion.Possibly realizing the image she presented, she drew in a breath and softened her
features. Raising her heart rate to expand her pupils, her face flushed warm. As if none of this
had been presented to him before, she moderated her voice to explain, “They thirst for this union
with such desperation neither you nor I are relevant. They have their own unknown objective in
sight and their ambition does not include you. It scarcely has room for me.” The impenetrable
facade practiced by the Cloitare was gone, replaced with fear. “Can you refuse to wed me?”He
had not meant to laugh, but he had meant his reply to sound light. “I could, if you’d like the walls
painted in my blood.”She had not considered it before, but she saw it plainly and was
horrified.Regretting the attempt at levity, he tried to mitigate his words. He took her hand,
surprised by how cold it was, but patted it regardless. “This has all been expected. You have
nothing to worry about.”Stepping away from him, she shook her head in unhappy frustration. In
an instant, her pupils constricted and she disappeared behind the order’s blank face. Before



leaving, she made the demand, “Have for me the titles.”But the following week when she next
joined them, she was numb and senseless with fatigue. When he spoke to her, she mumbled
incomprehensible answers to the family pin in his jacket, as though the red-jeweled eyes of the
bull could understand.After the meal, he tried to hold her back again. He started to shout away
the mother, but then Sable’s face filled with such distress, he feared for what might happen
behind the double doors and stopped.The next meal was the same.Then, at the third meal, still
dazed, she tapped him on the foot and nodded. He held her back with all the drama and more
that accompanied the first night. The attending mother was joined by three more that had been
waiting in the corridor. It had taken him, punctuated by the sharp orders of Berringer, many
minutes to force them out. Catherine had pulled the girl to the far end of the room, promising her,
“It’s a small confrontation. Do not be concerned, there is nothing to fear.”When Remy turned,
Sable was warning the spy chief, “For all that is about to befall me for this treachery, let it not be
for such lies.”The implication of abuse made them all solemn. Catherine and Berringer turned to
the King to start.“Sit,” he told them. “We will not be rushed.”~~~~~~It was gratifying to hear
doubts harassed her relentlessly. Her thoughts were exact and unforgiving of sentiment. She
questioned the veracity of free will, divinity, and destiny. She could not make the three fit
cohesively and the mothers would not answer her questions with the candid realism she
required.“But you are a theist?” Catherine pressed.“There exists a god, if god is the name you
wish to give it, but it is ignorant,” she told them. “As real as light, it is energy, but not intelligent. It
can be manipulated, but it cannot be reasoned with.”“So the prayers people offer?” Catherine
hoped to hear her say prayers were useless.But Sable’s blank face creased with confusion.
Catherine could read her lips as she sounded out the puzzle, turning it for clarity, “Prayers
people offer. Offer.” Her eyes tightened on the word. “Offer. Offered prayers. Offering prayers.”
The word ceased to have meaning. She asked aloud, “What do they offer?”And when Catherine
looked stumped to know, Sable answered, “I am unfamiliar with this practice.”Catherine leaned
in on the girl. “But you do pray?”“I have.” It did not sound common.“To God?”“Obviously not. I
have explained it as ignorant.”“Then to whom do you pray?”“To the One.”The three glanced at
each other. “The One is God, is it not?”“The One embodies god.”Catherine sat back. Religious
ambiguity annoyed her unlike anything else, and she could not discern in the pale singular
shade of Sable’s eyes if it were deliberate. She shifted away from the abstract, asking, “The
Revelations of the Prophets, what did you want to know?”“I want to know the titles as the
prophets predicted on the day it was written.”“Why though?”Whatever invention Sable was
creating in the silence, Catherine was eager to judge the nun’s ability to deceive.Sable said,
“Perhaps a title has been misrepresented. Perhaps the prophets never wrote of a Cloitare
bride.”“It matters very little whether we could prove that at this point.” Catherine shut it down to
see where Sable would go next.“Such a disclosure, or one like it, could stop the union of clergy
and realm.”Catherine did not expect to laugh.And Berringer could not prevent his disbelief from
sounding harsh. “Do you have any idea what is happening in the world?”With the relentless gaze
of the Cloitare, Sable studied him for understanding. When he looked away, she said, “I have



never been in the world.”“Have you never connected to the network?” The Cloitare shunned any
technology invented after its inception, but still it seemed unreal that a teenager would have
absolutely no exposure. Catherine knew at the private girl’s school she attended all manner of
banned material found its way into the dorms. Pulling out her phone, Catherine lit up the screen
and handed it to Sable.Sable took the phone and, with her full attention focused on it, waited for
it to do something. When the screen darkened again, she handed it back, saying, “I am
unfamiliar with it.”Berringer threw himself back in amazement.Catherine laughed again, saying,
“It is terribly overrated. You’re not missing a thing.”Sable’s posture stiffened with caution. “We
agreed to speak the truth.”The spymaster acted with charming guilt. “So we did. You are missing
a great deal. It boggles the mind, really.” She turned to the King. “If you’ll permit, I will answer her
question.”12:30 p.m.King Remius Clement had taken the news without remark. He stood in the
salt flats where the General found him, his attention fixed to the tablet in his hand, scanning the
lithium report with the same serious face he presented to almost every occasion.Berringer
suspected, but he could never be sure with the man, that Remy was not actually reading. He
believed Remy was instead searching for an appropriate reaction. Berringer understood those
responses were limited. He knew Remy to have essentially two: seriously angry and
benevolently serious, at all other times he was simply serious. His attempts to be jocular were so
disastrous only Berringer could genuinely laugh, and then Remy would smile at the failure, but
such occasions were rare.The two had been friends since they were sixteen, when Remy was a
prince and they had served together in the King’s Army. Even then he had held himself in
reserve, too dignified to run for cover—at least that was the young soldier’s assessment at the
time—so that Berringer felt forced to tackle him into a trench. Just slightly smaller than Berringer,
and without the same training, Remy had gone down easily and rolled over blinking dirt out of his
eyes. With a mouth set firm in sharp features, he looked ready to be severe but was surprisingly
indulgent, saying only, “Never cared much for long dialogue either.”As the young Remy seemed
determined to treat artillery in a casual manner, and every other soldier was too apprehensive to
throw the future king in the mud, Berringer had been tasked with keeping him alive. Over the
years, the scale of things had become significantly larger, but he’d essentially been doing much
the same job ever since.No one knew the King better, but Berringer could not guess what Remy
was thinking. He waved away the approaching workers and stood silently waiting for a reply.And
Remy stared at the lithium report, struggling not to allow a particular emotion to gain enough
strength to surface. It had been twenty-two years since the appearance of the Master and
Mentor, and Remy had spent most of them learning what it was to truly hate another. In the first
year of Aidan’s arrival, the Cloitare had forced his father to abdicate, driving his family out of the
capital and into the country. Not yet satisfied showing their dominance over the Clementyne
Dynasty, the clergy had then scattered his father’s advisors into retirement abroad.He had been
twenty when he was crowned King of Erentrude. In his first years, he saw nearly every
government on the world’s third largest continent, the emerging warring Erria, ripped apart as
the fervent rioted against the skeptics, the atheists, and the heretics. To keep his head, he had



been forced to his knees in the Cloitare Basilica and made to accept the title of the Chosen King,
agreeing to pay the dynasty’s debt to the nuns.The first years had been the worst. He
remembers holding a blade to his own throat, taking himself hostage, to prevent the Cloitare
from forcing on him their Ministry of Clergy and the laws they had written to be sanctioned in his
name. At the time, virtually unknown to the people and untried with the military, his life was the
only thing of value he had to bargain with.He had made his own small council, each of them
known to him from when he’d served in his father’s army. All of them faithless. The Ministry of
Clergy had refused at first to recognize them. In retrospect, Remy was certain it was their blind,
youthful optimism and ignorance of the impossible task before them that swayed public,
diplomatic, and military opinion. And of course money. The last century of Clements had a
tenacious hold on property and industry, particularly the refinement of lithium to store the world’s
power. He and his three advisors had agreed to gamble large and play with the highest stakes to
gain enough influence to rule without constant Cloitare interference. They had been reckless
with the newly minted coin, but a simple observation made by Berringer had set their path.
When first they gathered, the future general had said, “We will win nothing if we allow ourselves
to be led about by the enemy.”And by a tight leash the nuns had yanked him around those first
years. When the Cloitare presented the newly discovered Queen Mother, his Bound Bride, to the
masses that filled the capital, he had no choice but to go down on his knees before them too
while his advisors looked on in unified rage, not yet strong enough in their positions to defy the
Cloitare. In the eighteen years since, they had all become masters of their designated crafts, but
Remy had also witnessed the clergy twist the people into an aggressive fanaticism, praying for
his marriage to a girl he suspected, against the emphatic opposition of his advisors, was not in
collusion with the nuns.~~~~~~Remy had summoned the memory constantly in the months after
he learned of her disappearance. It had happened during the weekly meal Sable shared with
him and his table. When the mother that accompanied Sable had her attention drawn away,
Sable had tapped his foot with hers and then given him such a look of desperate warning, he
had continued to stare at her openly even after the mother had spotted the insurrection.He had
held her back after the meal, had demanded the mother leave, threatening with escalating anger
until he had frightened the mother and everyone else from the room.Once alone, Sable must
have thought he could not hold the mother off for long because she asked quickly and directly,
“How was your grandfather killed?”It was so quintessentially Cloitare, so utterly without tact,
Remy should not have been surprised, yet he was. Dispelling the fury required to force the
mother to depart, his answer was blunt, “He was slain by his confidant and guard.”“Why?”“The
man obviously went mad.”Sable considered it. Without guile or judgment, she asked, “Do you
believe this?”The infamous act had happened when his father was thirteen. Callias Clement’s
master strategist, guard, and dearest friend had cut him down in his private rooms. The reason
was never clear. Two Cloitare mothers and a sister had watched it happen, but such was the
speed and skill of Orson Feridon, they could do nothing to prevent it. Alerted by the hysterical
screaming of the sister, the guards had charged the room. Still clasping the knife used to kill the



king, the guards found Feridon heaving sick on the floor and two mothers shielding the eyes of
the terrified sister, whispering words to settle her distress. None of this could be
disputed.Feridon had not fought apprehension, but because of his mastery in combat, he was
taken into custody with an electronic compliance shackle on his wrist. If he fought, the guards
could drop him to the floor in writhing agony, rendering him harmless.Feridon had been taken to
the city prison while word of the king’s death spread rapidly around the capital. Then, when the
mob descended to tear the traitor apart, he escaped.Orson Feridon had never been caught. His
motive remained unknown. But the prison surveillance video of his frenzied self-mutilation to free
himself of the shackle went some ways to verifying his madness.The mothers swore he had
turned without warning, and such was the violence of the attack, the witnessing sister had gone
out of her head. Remy did not doubt that either. He had seen footage of the nun wailing loud and
inconsolable before the King’s Council. She was never able to answer a single question,
possibly never understood anything that was asked, and then weeks later, she too was dead.
The Cloitare said it was grief.Erria was rife with conspiracy theories when the Ministry of Clergy
stepped in as the Council of Regents, functioning as the governing body until his father reached
an acceptable age to take power. Remy never thought his father had completely thrown off their
influence. There was a subdued, compliant manner about his father toward the Cloitare that
Remy despised and had sworn never to emulate.At question was whether Remy believed the
story of the master strategist’s sudden madness. Ultimately, Remy was undecided. He had never
been given a credible reason not to believe. And while Berringer voiced nonspecific suspicions
about the role of the clergy in Callias’s death, Remy accepted very little without evidence.How,
Remy always asked his master strategist to imagine, could three nuns kill him with Berringer in
the room? The question would make Remy smile and his friend dismiss the idea. Now, Sister
Sable, dressed in the Cloitare robes, was questioning him in much the same way.He said to her,
“I will accept what the facts offer.” And then questioned, “Why are you asking?”“I ask because
the facts are …”He could not imagine why she paused. Her eyes were pale orbs of cold blue,
showing neither emotion nor motive nor pupils. The Cloitare Stare was unsettling enough on its
own, but the topic made her positively morbid. He expected the long pause to lead to a
revelation, but instead, she simply confirmed, “... the facts are Feridon killed him. But
why?”Remy stopped himself from saying the word that came to mind and stared at her with
controlled impatience.“You were going to answer madness again. Do you know the cause of
it?”Sable waited for an answer until Remy warned, “I will not be baited. Continue.”“Was he
always mad? I’ve read he was a respected military strategist. I’ve also read he was loved by the
army. And I’ve heard soldiers don’t love mad generals.”Remy realized this was the most he had
ever heard her say, and it was thoroughly patronizing.She looked to the floor. “I do not mean to
be condescending. There are satisfactory answers to all questions, but to find these, I need
help.”He had a dozen questions, but first, “Why are you looking?”She met his gaze to tell him, “I
believe the order means you harm.”Blessed hell. Such extreme words, yet the cold Stare of the
Cloitare denied any concern. Remy could not conceal his dismay.Misinterpreting, she



responded, “I have no proof to offer. The mothers have become distrustful and prevent me from
learning.”He did nothing to mask his growing confusion. “What are you trying to learn?”“It is
important that I know what the prophets first called me. The realm should hold its own
handwritten copy of the revelations. I must ask you to find for me the dates each of my titles
appeared in writing and tell me what was written.”Taking her by the arm, he tried to bring the
conversation under control by guiding her into a chair. “Tell me what has happened.”But she
stiffened against the intended direction. “It has become obvious to me the Cloitare are evil. By
extension, their designs are evil.”The declaration from the face of someone so young made her
appear harsh, and had he believed in anything preternatural, he would think her colorless eyes
demonic. He studied her, searching for any signs of empathy or emotion.Possibly realizing the
image she presented, she drew in a breath and softened her features. Raising her heart rate to
expand her pupils, her face flushed warm. As if none of this had been presented to him before,
she moderated her voice to explain, “They thirst for this union with such desperation neither you
nor I are relevant. They have their own unknown objective in sight and their ambition does not
include you. It scarcely has room for me.” The impenetrable facade practiced by the Cloitare was
gone, replaced with fear. “Can you refuse to wed me?”He had not meant to laugh, but he had
meant his reply to sound light. “I could, if you’d like the walls painted in my blood.”She had not
considered it before, but she saw it plainly and was horrified.Regretting the attempt at levity, he
tried to mitigate his words. He took her hand, surprised by how cold it was, but patted it
regardless. “This has all been expected. You have nothing to worry about.”Stepping away from
him, she shook her head in unhappy frustration. In an instant, her pupils constricted and she
disappeared behind the order’s blank face. Before leaving, she made the demand, “Have for me
the titles.”But the following week when she next joined them, she was numb and senseless with
fatigue. When he spoke to her, she mumbled incomprehensible answers to the family pin in his
jacket, as though the red-jeweled eyes of the bull could understand.After the meal, he tried to
hold her back again. He started to shout away the mother, but then Sable’s face filled with such
distress, he feared for what might happen behind the double doors and stopped.The next meal
was the same.Then, at the third meal, still dazed, she tapped him on the foot and nodded. He
held her back with all the drama and more that accompanied the first night. The attending
mother was joined by three more that had been waiting in the corridor. It had taken him,
punctuated by the sharp orders of Berringer, many minutes to force them out. Catherine had
pulled the girl to the far end of the room, promising her, “It’s a small confrontation. Do not be
concerned, there is nothing to fear.”When Remy turned, Sable was warning the spy chief, “For all
that is about to befall me for this treachery, let it not be for such lies.”The implication of abuse
made them all solemn. Catherine and Berringer turned to the King to start.“Sit,” he told them.
“We will not be rushed.”~~~~~~It was gratifying to hear doubts harassed her relentlessly. Her
thoughts were exact and unforgiving of sentiment. She questioned the veracity of free will,
divinity, and destiny. She could not make the three fit cohesively and the mothers would not
answer her questions with the candid realism she required.“But you are a theist?” Catherine



pressed.“There exists a god, if god is the name you wish to give it, but it is ignorant,” she told
them. “As real as light, it is energy, but not intelligent. It can be manipulated, but it cannot be
reasoned with.”“So the prayers people offer?” Catherine hoped to hear her say prayers were
useless.But Sable’s blank face creased with confusion. Catherine could read her lips as she
sounded out the puzzle, turning it for clarity, “Prayers people offer. Offer.” Her eyes tightened on
the word. “Offer. Offered prayers. Offering prayers.” The word ceased to have meaning. She
asked aloud, “What do they offer?”And when Catherine looked stumped to know, Sable
answered, “I am unfamiliar with this practice.”Catherine leaned in on the girl. “But you do pray?”“I
have.” It did not sound common.“To God?”“Obviously not. I have explained it as ignorant.”“Then
to whom do you pray?”“To the One.”The three glanced at each other. “The One is God, is it
not?”“The One embodies god.”Catherine sat back. Religious ambiguity annoyed her unlike
anything else, and she could not discern in the pale singular shade of Sable’s eyes if it were
deliberate. She shifted away from the abstract, asking, “The Revelations of the Prophets, what
did you want to know?”“I want to know the titles as the prophets predicted on the day it was
written.”“Why though?”Whatever invention Sable was creating in the silence, Catherine was
eager to judge the nun’s ability to deceive.Sable said, “Perhaps a title has been misrepresented.
Perhaps the prophets never wrote of a Cloitare bride.”“It matters very little whether we could
prove that at this point.” Catherine shut it down to see where Sable would go next.“Such a
disclosure, or one like it, could stop the union of clergy and realm.”Catherine did not expect to
laugh.And Berringer could not prevent his disbelief from sounding harsh. “Do you have any idea
what is happening in the world?”With the relentless gaze of the Cloitare, Sable studied him for
understanding. When he looked away, she said, “I have never been in the world.”“Have you
never connected to the network?” The Cloitare shunned any technology invented after its
inception, but still it seemed unreal that a teenager would have absolutely no exposure.
Catherine knew at the private girl’s school she attended all manner of banned material found its
way into the dorms. Pulling out her phone, Catherine lit up the screen and handed it to
Sable.Sable took the phone and, with her full attention focused on it, waited for it to do
something. When the screen darkened again, she handed it back, saying, “I am unfamiliar with
it.”Berringer threw himself back in amazement.Catherine laughed again, saying, “It is terribly
overrated. You’re not missing a thing.”Sable’s posture stiffened with caution. “We agreed to
speak the truth.”The spymaster acted with charming guilt. “So we did. You are missing a great
deal. It boggles the mind, really.” She turned to the King. “If you’ll permit, I will answer her
question.”
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Siobhan, “Definitely in the Top 5. I normally don't write reviews because, while I read A LOT, I'm
too ambivalent to most of what I read. But, there is that rare gem that stands out amongst the
rest, and this is one of them!What do I like about this book:I like that it's complex.There is
politics, religion, drugs, occult. It goes from single characters to different governments and
manages to keep it all flowing forward. The world building is awesome. It builds the complexity
of the story rather than overwhelming it. He lets you learn about it in the periphery rather than,
“Here's My World A-B-C.”I like that it's not all sunshine and rainbows.The story gets quite dark.
Drugs, mental breakdown, violence. The author and the characters do not shy away from what
happens and/or what needs to happen. While it's clear that there should be a 2nd book coming
out, this book makes it clear that the ending will NOT be “happily ever after.”I like that it's not
fluff.This book does require intelligence to read. But, it's not like reading a stuffy classic. The
mental requirements are for keeping up with the intricate and complex plot, not for keeping up
with the prose style. While this will turn off a lot of people, for those of you that do read it, you will
not be disappointed.What I don't like:It's clear that there is more to the story; it doesn't end in a
cliffhanger, but the story is definitely not done. However, there is not a 2nd book, and there is no
indication of if/when there will be a 2nd book.The author page for T Mountebank makes me
nervous. The author clearly wants to remain anonymous (with a photo that looks like from the
20's and a name like Mountebank...)I have read a few of the reviews that say this is translated
from Russian, so hopefully they will translate the next one soon! I would really like to see what
happens!!!”

Mig Bardsley, “Wow that was good!. Wow that was good!Weird nuns, anarchists, a rather nice
king, a stunning heroine (nun, assassin and some kind of reluctant nemesis), martial arts and
military deployments, supernatural powers, impossible dilemmas, violent social change and
revolution, politics and an offstage, evil, occult being (or is that the heroine?). Excellent plots
twists. And in spite of this list of, mostly, quite common ingredients, it was fresh and exciting.
This book was very full indeed and at the same time fast paced and set in a very solid,
contemporary sounding world. I liked the characters.If I have a criticism it's that maybe there
was a little too much violence and torture. And maybe a trifle too much high emotion for realism.
But in spite of that I enjoyed the story, couldn't put it down and was upset that the sequel hasn't
been published yet.”

Chris Milton, “Stunningly original and unique. One of the most incredible stories I've ever read. A
genuinely original world with just enough reference points to make it seem real. The state and
the clergy vie to control the prophesied queen who will unite and bring peace. But there is
darkness and violence, physical and mental.There are many twists and turns along the way, with
many reveals being unexpected yet somehow making sense. That in itself is a true gift for a story



teller. Then there's also the ability to tell the story from many different people's points of view,
another difficult trick to pull offIf you're thinking of reading it, read it . You won't be disappointed
and you will be surprised!”

Gunitini, “Interesting world and characters.. Very enjoyable read. I liked the characters and the
world they live in. Can't wait for the next one. Really want pov from one of the evil mothers
though, that was the only thing lacking in this book. Very intriguing and the way it's set out brings
much .mystery to the plot, I liked the way we got told details in the second half that happened in
the first half of the book.”

The book by George Eliot has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 707 people have provided feedback.
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